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ABSTRACT  
 

Can we enable anyone to create anything? The physical computing tools of a rising 

Maker Movement are enabling the next generation of artists, designers, clinicians, and 

children, to create complex electronic prototypes. However, technical novices often 

struggle with the circuitry and programming required to make a smart device. Affordable 

sensors, actuators and novice microcomputer toolkits are the building blocks of the field 

we refer to as Creative Computing - and here we examine the core properties of toolkits 

specifically designed to enhance creative problem solving. 

 

In this dissertation I explore the question: “How can we support technical novices in 

crossing the gap between idea and electronic prototype?”  

 

In doing so, I document the tradeoffs that influence the usability of an electronics toolkit, 

demonstrate the ability to systematically measure the prototyping experience with design 

tools, and illustrate a significant increase in a novice designer’s ability and confidence 

with electronics through a one-hour design exercise. We examine each of these areas 

through a series of prototyping experiments with novices, and show how toolkits 

combining (1) modular hardware, (2) hackable software, and (3) accessible low-

resolution materials such as paper, can encourage novices to: make more prototypes, 

generate more novel ideas, and increase creative confidence.  
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1  INTRODUCTION: AS WE MAY MAKE 
 

“The world has arrived at an age of cheap complex devices  

… and something is bound to come of it.”  
– Vannevar Bush, As We May Think (1945) 

 

Can we enable anyone to make anything? What are the creative limits of what the 

average Joe & Josephine can build; and what can we do to raise the limits? These are 

questions we face in a rising Maker culture (Anderson, 2014), where novices are 

increasingly becoming empowered to turn their sensor-enriched ideas into functioning 

smart devices.  The lowering cost of electronic components, availability of novice-

friendly programmable microcomputers, and a blooming library of modular building 

blocks, have enabled even children to send their LEGO blocks into space (Figure 1.1). I 

refer to these tools, which blend creative expression with electronics and computation, as 

Creative Computing. This thesis is an exploration into the anatomy of tools that help 

novices make electronic devices, and proposes new ways to dissect (Chapter 2-5), create 

(Chapter 6), and evaluate  (Chapter 7) toolkits designed for creative computing.  

 

 
Figure 1.1 A LEGO man sent into space by two 12th graders. (Ho, 2012) 
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1.1 Motivation: Closing the Gap between Idea & Prototype 
Prototyping is a core element of the design process, where we create early forms of ideas 

as a way to test the essence of a design (Houde & Hill, 2013).  These rough prototypes 

may sometimes be simple napkin sketches, or 60-second cardboard creations held 

together by tape. However, when prototyping electronic devices, technical novices may 

not have the knowledge necessary to create prototypes that function. Prototyping with 

electronic circuits, sensors, actuators, and programmable microcontrollers presents 

significant technical barriers that can shift the focus away from creative problem solving, 

into technical debugging (Sadler & Durfee et. al., 2015). Although researchers have 

created many electronic toolkits to reduce the technical burden (Chapter 2), there is little 

research into the specific factors that make a toolkit more usable as a prototyping tool. 

Don Norman (1986) describes this usability gap between idea and implementation, as the 

gulf of execution. The motivation of this research is to better understand how we might 

close this gap between novice’s ideas and prototypes. 

Imagine for a moment that you are a junior physiotherapist with an idea for a smart 

medical device that will help patients automatically track their recovery after a knee 

injury, with a wireless range-of-motion logger (Figure 1.2). Let us call this idea a 

“Smart Goniometer”.  In additional to the physical design of a wearable form factor, you 

need some way to sense the angle of the knee, give feedback to the user (e.g. visual), and 

store, transform and transmit the sensor signals.  As a thought experiment: Do you feel 

confident that you could build this prototype? What tools would you use? How long 

would it take? What affordances would the tools need in order to enable a technical 

novice to prototype this device in under an hour?  - Smart Goniometer Challenge, author. 

This example highlights a critical observation about prototyping ideas inside the gulf of 

execution, namely that the tools have a major impact on the electronics prototyping 

process.  

 
Figure 1.2  The gap between idea and prototype for the “Smart Goniometer”.  
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1.2 Research Questions 
The preceding section highlights that we need a deeper understanding of novice 

electronic prototyping from a usability standpoint.  Specifically this research aims to 

address the following 4 questions: 

i. What are the factors that influence electronic toolkit usability? 

ii. How can we measure the prototyping experience 

iii. How do we create new novice electronic systems?  

iv. Can we systematically evaluate novice electronics toolkits? 

 

 
Figure 1.3 Creative Computing as the research intersection of Design, H.C.I. and Psychology. 

 

In answering these questions I propose that we view this as the intersection of three 

research domains:  Design, Psychology and Human Computer Interaction (HCI).  Within 

the field of Design research, we explore the theme of prototyping as a process and how 

the tools influence the designer.  As technical novices often lack the confidence to 

prototype their ideas, I draw on the field of Psychology to measure aspects of how 

novices feel during creative prototyping tasks, such as self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) and 

Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).  Finally, I draw heavily from field of HCI in the creation 

and evaluation of physical computing systems (Ioge & O’Sullivan, 2004) as well as 

techniques for measuring usability of computer systems (Norman, 1988).  
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1.3 Summary Contributions 
 

This thesis makes four key contributions: 

I. The creative computing framework: which provides a deeper understanding of 

usability in electronic toolkits, through case studies of three factors:  

A. Accessibility 

B. Mutability 

C. Modularity 

II. A Modularity Study: showing that increasing modularity is positively linked to 

prototype quantity, novelty and designer’s creative confidence. 

III. The Bloctopus System: an example of novel modular toolkit architecture with 

plug-and-play USB architecture, hybrid visual and textual programming, and 

integration with LEGO blocks and low-resolution paper prototyping. 

IV. The Tiny Device Test: demonstrating a usability evaluation method that can be 

used to evaluate toolkits in a portable one-hour exercise. I show how the Tiny 

Device method has been used to evaluate the Bloctopus system with novices. 

 

 

1.4 Publications 
 

The contributions listed above have been published in close collaboration with my co-

authors and include the following papers, parts of which appear in this dissertation: 

 

The Bloctopus System: 

 

Sadler, J., Durfee, K., Shluzas, L., and Blikstein, P. (2015). Bloctopus: A Novice 

Modular Sensor System for Playful Prototyping. Proceedings of the 9th Annual 

Conference on Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interaction (TEI) , Stanford , CA, 

15-19 January, 2015. 
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The Tiny Device Method for Evaluating Novice Toolkits: 

 

Sadler, J., Shluzas, L., Blikstein, P., and Srivastava, S. (in press). Can Anyone Make a 

Smart Device? Evaluating the Usability of a Prototyping Toolkit for Creative 

Computing. In H. Plattner, C. Meinel, & L. Leifer (Eds.), Design Thinking Research 

(vol. 8), Berlin, Germany: Springer International Publishing. 

 

 

Studying Modularity:  

 

Sadler, J. Shluzas, L., Blikstein, P. (2016) Building Blocks in Creative Computing: 

Modularity Increases the Probability of Creative Prototyping Success. International 

Journal of Design Creativity and Innovation. 

 

Sadler, J., Shluzas, L., Blikstein, P., and Katila, R. (2015). Building Blocks of the Maker 

Movement: Modularity Enhances Creative Confidence during Prototyping. In H. 

Plattner, C. Meinel, & L. Leifer (Eds.), Design Thinking Research (vol. 7), Berlin, 

Germany: Springer International Publishing. 

 

Sadler, J., Shluzas, L., Blikstein, P., and Katila, R. (2015). Creative Chunking: 

Modularity Increases Prototyping Quantity, Creative Self-Efficacy and Cognitive 

Flow.  In the Proceedings of Third International Conference on Design Creativity 

(ICDC), Bangalore, India, 12-14 January 2015. 

 

Sadler, J. & Leifer L. (2015). TeamSense: Prototyping Modular Electronics Sensor 

Systems for Team Biometrics. In Design Thinking Research (pp. 87-100). Springer 

International Publishing. 
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Studying Mutability: 

 

Analytis , S. , Sadler, J., and Cutkosky, M. (2015). Creating Paper Robots Increases 

Designers’ Confidence to Prototype with Microcontrollers and Electronics. 

International Journal of Design Creativity and Innovation. 

   

Studying Novices: 

 

Shluzas, L.A., Sadler, J., Currano, R.M., Steinert, M., and Katila, R. (2013). Comparing 

novice and expert user inputs in early stage product design. Proceedings of the 5th 

International Congress of International Association of Societies of Design Research 

(IASDR) 2013. 

 

1.5 Thesis Guide 
 

This thesis explores four research questions from Section 1.2 in sequence. Chapter 2 

provides a review of electronics toolkits for novices and introduces the three key usability 

factors in the Creative Computing framework: accessibility, mutability and modularity. 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 explore each of these three factors, through prototyping case studies.  

Chapter 5 goes in depth on how modularity affects the prototyping experience through a 

controlled experiment.  In Chapter 6, I describe the creation and architecture of the 

Bloctopus toolkit, which combines the theoretical lessons from the previous chapters, and 

the key ideas of accessibility, mutability and modularity.  Chapter 7 then describes a 

method for evaluating toolkits, the Tiny Device Test, and shows how it was applied in the 

user evaluation of Bloctopus. Finally, I conclude with Chapter 8, which discusses the 

limitations of this research and explores future work.  A summary of the organization of 

this thesis is shown in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4 Thesis roadmap combines case studies experiments and system building. 
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2 REVIEW OF NOVICE ELECTRONICS 
PROTOTYPING TOOLKITS 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

Maker culture encourages those with ideas to empower themselves with the creative tools 

to make their ideas tangible. In the world of electronic devices, the rising availability of 

novice microcontroller platforms, desktop physical fabrication tools, affordable electronic 

components, and a global online community, has fuelled more designers to hack, mash 

and glue their way to working electronic prototypes (Hartmann et al. 2008). Tools that 

were once only accessible to large companies, or required professional knowledge, are 

now within reach of ordinary citizens (Figure 2.1). Thousands of DIY fabrication 

facilities, Fablabs, have emerged over the years to provide public hacker spaces for 

digital-physical prototyping, ranging from laser cutters, computer-aided design tools 

(CAD), computer-controlled milling machines, and 3D printers (Anderson, 2014). In the 

last 5 years, millions of tiny programmable computers, such as the Arduino and 

Raspberry Pi, have been sold to schools, hobbyists, designers and artists (Cellan-Jones, 

2015). Novices can now chose from a growing array of premade electronics modules, 

such as sensors and actuators, that hide much of the technical detail into plug-and-play 

LEGO-like building blocks (Sadler et al., 2014).  However, despite the growing number 

of toolkits, there is little research that evaluates the usability of these tools by novices 

(Blikstein, 2015). Outside of educational research, there have been few holistic reviews 

of the different toolkit approaches aimed specifically at novice prototyping.  

 

This chapter reviews the current landscape of electronic toolkits designed specifically for 

novices, under the framing of Creative Computing. 
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Figure 2.1 The Ardusat DIY satellite highlights many current trends in novice prototyping. 

 

2.2 Why Novices? 
 

The focus of this dissertation in on one particular user group: technical novices. 

Throughout this work, we will refer to novices as someone who simply lacks significant 

experience with electronics and programming. Significant experience may include formal 

(e.g. a university class) exposure to working with circuits, programming software and 

physical prototyping. Given the technical demands of prototyping electronics, why would 

ordinary novices be of interest to designers of toolkits?  There are 2 main reasons I 

propose we study novices rather than experts: 

i. Novices as lead users: Novices can be key contributors to innovation. While 

technical novices, such as nurses, may lack the technical knowledge of expert 

engineers, they may be experts in their particular domain.  An expert medical 

practitioner may have a deep understanding of a clinical problem, which may lead 

to stronger ideas. Exploratory work I conducted with Shluzas et. al. (2013), found 

that nurses were fluent in their abilities to express new ideas for an intra-muscular 

(IM) injection device.  During interviews (N=18) nurses came up with 153 ideas 

for improved IM syringes. Many of the ideas incorporated electronic elements, 

such as sensors and electronic displays (Figure 2.2). While the nurses had many 
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ideas, they were not confident in their abilities to actually create working 

prototypes. These findings corroborate the work of other innovation researchers 

such as Eric Von Hippel and Sonali Shah, who historically referred such novices 

as “lead users”. Von Hippel found that these lead users were often the primary 

source of new product ideas, rather than the companies that produced the products 

(Von Hippel, 1986 ; Shah et. al., 2003).  If we better enable novices to prototype 

their ideas, we can expect to see more diverse product innovation. 

ii. Usability: The needs of novices overlap with experts, and all experts begin as 

novices.  It is desirable for our prototyping tools to easy to use, regardless of 

whether we are an expert or a novice. If there are major usability issues with a 

given toolkit, it will affect all of the users of the system. Speed of prototyping 

many diverse ideas is an important factor in creating stronger designs (Dow et. al., 

2010), and usability issues can slow down the prototyping process regardless of 

expert experience. Experts still struggle with syntax errors in programming, or 

wiring errors in circuitry, just with lesser frequency than novices. By focusing 

specifically on novices, we can ensure that the tools achieve a greater level of 

fluency, and apply to a more universal audience.  

 
 

Figure 2.2 Nurses ideas for improved syringes often incorporate electronics.  
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2.3 Prototyping: Tiny tests in 60 seconds   
 

A prototype is an intermediate form of an idea, which is a testable embodiment of some 

element of a design (Houde & Hill, 1997).  A prototype can take many forms, from 

physical to digital, tangible to experiential, 2D sketches to hand-held 3D mockups, but 

the unifying principle is that the prototype represents the essence of what you are trying 

to test.  For electronic prototypes especially, it is important to distinguish prototypes from 

the final product, since they have differing goals. For example if we are prototyping a 

new smart surgical device, we may be initially interested in testing the ergonomic layout 

of the product and the rough placement of key elements (sensor locations, how it is held, 

cable routing, etc.). At this point the prototyper is not concerned with the exact details of 

manufacturing, or optimizing performance, but rather the high level details of concept.  

 
Figure 2.3 Rough prototype (a) leads to final product (b) of the Diego surgical tool. (Ito,2005). 

Rough or rapid prototyping often refers to short sessions, where the designers 

combine any materials that are on-hand, from quick sketches to cardboard and duct-tape 

mock-ups. The short time frame of “what you can build in a few minutes” encourages 

“just enough” resource expenditure to test an idea. Lim & Stolterman (2008) refer to this 

as an economic principle of prototyping. Figure 2.3 shows a rough 60-second prototype 

of a surgical device of exactly this form (Ito, 2005). In this review of novice electronics 

toolkits, I will focus on the domain of prototyping, rather than product building, and will 

consider usability on the time frame of minutes rather than days.  Time-to-prototype for 

an average novice, is the critical metric for evaluating prototyping tools (see Chapter 7).   
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2.4 Novice Prototyping Hardware Toolkits 
 

To address some of the challenges with electronics prototyping, a wide variety of 

electronic toolkits have emerged over the last 30 years.  These toolkits range in their 

intended audience from children, artists, hobbyists, engineers and designers.  Despite the 

variety of approaches there are been few attempts to classify novice toolkit evolution 

holistically, and understand the reasons why some toolkits have succeed over others. The 

majority of toolkit literature exists either in the domain of individual HCI systems 

designers, or in the educational community where there is a rich history of researchers 

developing electronic toolkits for children. The most complete review on the history of 

microcontrollers in education is Blikstein’s (2015) review, which focuses on the domain 

of education and children as learners. Here I present a general survey of electronic 

toolkits that builds on Blikstein (2015) but (i) focuses on the broader audience of 

technical novices and (ii) and within the lens of prototyping. 

Today’s dominant novice toolkits approaches can be organized into four rough 

categories (Figure 2.4): 

1. Programmable Bricks: where users program a central processing unit, often 

in the form factor of a brick, with attachable sensors and actuators, often 

without requiring building of circuits. Successful examples of this approach 

include the LEGO Mindstorms kit (LEGO, 2015), which was derived from 

earlier educational research at the MIT Media Lab (e.g. MIT Logo block, MIT 

Cricket). 

2. Breakout Boards: where the users can have direct access to the input-output 

pins of the processor or sensor/actuator module, giving greater freedom and 

flexibility but usually requiring more technical knowledge and supporting 

tools such as breadboards. The Parallax BASIC stamp (1992) was one of the 

first successful breakout boards. Later, the Arduino platform (Mellis et. al., 

2007), a derivative of the Wiring board (Barragán, 2004), achieved even wider 

adoption within both novice and engineering communities.  

3. Modular Blocks: where the focus is on encapsulating the electrical and 

software functionality into discrete blocks of fixed functionality, trading off 
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ease of combination for technical flexibility. Research systems such as d.tools 

(Hartmann et. al., 2006) and Bloctopus (Sadler et. al., 2015), as well as 

commercial systems, such as Phidgets (Greenberg et. al., 2001) and littleBits 

(Bdeir, 2009), are prototypical examples of modular electronic platforms: that 

do not require the user to have any electronics knowledge. The modular 

approach has been particularly successful within novice communities such as 

children, artists and hobbyists, but the fixed functionality of blocks tends to 

limit usage by experts. 

4. Micromputers: where users program fully functioning computers that are in a 

reduced size form factor. These microcomputers are miniaturized forms of 

modern computers, with an operating system (typically linux), and peripheral 

ports (USB, Ethernet). Artists, who needed more multimedia processing 

power, commonly preferred microcomputers such as the TI Beagleboard 

(2008) (Berdahl & Ju, 2011). As the costs of microcomputers have dropped 

below $30, systems such as Raspberry Pi (Upton, 2012) have been rapidly 

adopted, with 7 millions units sold in just a few years (Cellan-Jones, 2015).  

 
Figure 2.4 Four common approaches to electronic toolkits, from bricks to blocks. 
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It is important to note that these four approaches, programmable bricks, breakout boards, 

modular blocks, and microcomputers, are not mutually exclusive and do not represent all 

possible approaches.  Each toolkit may draw from the different approaches in unique 

combinations. For example, the Bloctopus toolkit (Chapter 6) combines the modular 

approach with the breakout approach in an attempt to maximize usability, without 

sacrificing flexibility. Each toolkit therefore draws key elements from different 

evolutionary predecessors. Figure 2.5 highlights some of the evolutionary ancestors 

characteristic of each approach.  

 

 
Figure 2.5 The critical evolutionary form of novice electronics prototyping platforms over time 

The four evolutionary branches make critical design tradeoffs in cost, usability, flexibility 

and computational power. These tradeoffs, particularly in usability, have important 

ramifications for novice prototyping, so it is important to look at how the various 

dimensions will influence novice adoption. (see Section 2.5) 
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2.4.1 Blocks vs. Breakout: Tradeoffs in Novice Electronic Toolkits 
 

Novice Microcontroller toolkits, such as Wiring and Arduino (Barragán, 2004; Mellis et. 

al., 2007), have helped lower the barriers to entry by providing an integrated experience 

with hardware, a software IDE, and a vibrant community of enthusiasts and support 

resources. By staying at the circuit level, prototypers are not limited by a ceiling of fixed-

functionality black boxes. This makes the modifiability of the system high, and it is 

possible to add and remove components at a raw circuit level. The creators of Arduino, 

argue that there is significant potential learning benefit to being exposed to raw circuitry 

(Mellis et. al., 2007). However, encouraging manual circuit creation comes at a cost of a 

higher technical barrier to entry. On the other side of the spectrum are more modular 

toolkits that give novices a set of pre-fabricated, and functionally rigid, building blocks. 

The hardware blocks in these toolkits may have companion software to encourage novice 

programming, for example the LEGO Mindstorm’s (The Lego Group, 2016) drag-and-

drop programming environment. Other toolkits may encourage building simple circuits 

without programming, such as LittleBits (Bdeir, 2009), an approach that has been 

particularly successful for young prototypers at the elementary school level.  

While a building-block approach may reduce technical barriers to entry, it comes 

at a cost of making it harder to modify the system.  The core tradeoff is that adding 

modules tends to reduce the flexibility of modifying the system. Prior research systems 

such as d.Tools (Hartmann et. al., 2006), or Phidgets (Greenberg et. al., 2001), 

demonstrated the advantages of using modules in a hardware prototyping system, but 

neither provided a novice friendly way to program behavior in the system.  
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2.4.2 Novice Programming of Electronic Toolkits 
 

Creating smart devices requires some form of programming. Techniques for novice 

programming date back decades in the software community, and many of those 

approaches can be directly combined with the programming of microcontrollers and 

microcomputers. A review of novice programming interfaces appears in Kelleher & 

Pausch (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005), revealing many of the strategies for reducing the 

difficulty threshold, and increasing the functionality ceiling. Attempts to simplify the 

programming experience center around giving the programmer simplified syntax, and 

direct visual feedback on the program’s current structure. At least two common groups of 

novice programming interfaces exist: those that focus on augmenting text-based 

programming, and those that incorporate visual programming. Visual programming 

environments, such as MIT Scratch (Maloney et. al., 2010) and Alice (Sykes et. al., 

2007), have achieved notable levels of adoption in educational communities, but do not 

explicitly encourage hardware interfacing.  In contrast, text-based tools such as Arduino 

and Processing (Reas & Fry, 2006) focus on augmenting the traditional text-based 

programming environment, allowing for greater transferability of common programming 

skills, e.g. C/C++ or Java, while sacrificing the intuitive direct manipulation interface of 

the graphical tools.  

Some programming techniques do not require a computer, for example tangible 

programming uses the physical blocks themselves to structure logic. These tangible 

manipulatives may be programmed by connecting low-level logic blocks, such as AND, 

OR, NOT gates. The LittleBits system is an example of programming entirely with 

blocks. Another alternative programming technique is example-based programming, 

where users program by demonstrating the intended outcome to the system. Input many 

be through physical movement, as in early kinetic memory robot systems such as 

Curlybots (Frei et. al., 2000) and Topobo (Raffle et. al., 2004). Later systems such as 

d.tools showed that machine learning techniques could be applied directly to sensor-

based smart devices (Hartmann et. al., 2007).  

Recent systems, such as Modkit (Millner & Edward, 2011), have demonstrated in-

browser programming of microcontrollers, with both graphical and textual code 
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representation. However, Modkit has two key limitations: (i) Code is not executed 

dynamically (programs are statically compiled and reloaded into the microcontroller with 

every incremental change, similar to LEGO Mindstorms) and (ii) the textual and visual 

code representations are divided into separate modes, forcing the user to be exclusively in 

one mode or the other. Some programming concepts may be more naturally expressed 

visually, such as input-output connections, while other concepts such as mathematical 

transformations (e.g. light = light/2+50 ), are more naturally expressed in the text 

domain. To the authors’ knowledge, few tools have demonstrated both live execution of 

code, and a simultaneous visual and textual programming, which is later explored in 

Chapter 6 with the Bloctopus System. Figure 2.6 shows a side-by-side comparison of 

some of the inspirational programming techniques described above. 

 
Figure 2.6 Examples of inspirational programming methods in novice toolkits 
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2.5 Electronic Toolkit Taxonomy  
 

The toolkit approaches just described (i) programmable bricks, (ii) breakout boards, (iii) 

modular blocks and, (iv) microcomputers, are one way to broadly distinguish toolkits. 

The boundaries between categories are blurred, and there are many more dimensions that 

will influence novice prototyping. Here I propose a taxonomy that can be used to 

distinguish toolkits.  The Electronic Toolkit Taxonomy (ETT) proposes the following 

seven dimensions (Figure 2.8): 

1. Focus:  “Who is the toolkit designed for?” A toolkit may be general purpose, or 

specifically designed for particular domain, such teaching children or enabling 

medical device prototyping. The domain focus is the main driver of a toolkit’s 

design features, and tools that focus specifically on needs of novices will tend to 

have more thoughtful usability-flexibility tradeoffs. The Bloctopus toolkit is an 

example of a toolkit designed specifically for novice prototyping.  

2. Form: “What is the physical form of the toolkit?” This may range in physical 

shape and size including stamps, cards, bricks and blocks.  In certain domains, 

such as wearable device prototyping, there are significant space constraints. 

However, as the size of the form factor decreases it generally becomes harder for 

novices to physically manipulate the toolkit (Figure 2.7).  

3. Connection Methods: “How permanently are the parts connected?”  The 

connections between sensors, actuators and processor may be soldered wires, or 

may be specialized for domains such as e-textiles with conductive thread sewn 

between components (Buechley, 2008). Additionally, they may use customized 

connectors such as magnets (e.g. littleBits) or polarized connectors (e.g. Lego 

Mindstorms, Phidgets). For prototyping it is important that connection methods 

are easy to reverse in order to encourage trying alternative designs (Figure 2.9).  

4. Integration: “How closely are the physical electrical and software domains 

integrated?” An all-in-one toolkit that includes electronic modules (e.g. Phidgets, 

Bloctopus), as well as an integrated programming environment (IDE) (e.g. 

Arduino), will tend to improve the usability threshold for novices.  
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5. Programming Model: “How does the user program the system?” Textual 

programming is the most common modality in expert systems, giving a high level 

of control. However for novices who have never programmed before, alternative 

techniques such as visual programming may lower the difficulty threshold. Each 

programming method differs in its initial difficulty threshold and functionality 

ceiling and researchers have argued for the importance of maintaining both “low 

floors” and “high ceilings” (Resnick, and Silverman, 2005).  (See Section 2.4.2 on 

novice programming models). 

6. Computing Model: “How dependent is the toolkit on another computing 

device?"  Some toolkits depend on being connected to another computer in 

tethered operation, while others encourage completely autonomous components 

that require no connection to an additional computing device. Greenberg’s 

Phidgets toolkit is an example of completely tethered operation, requiring a 

constant connection to a computer. At the other end, distributed computation 

toolkits such as Sifteo place all computation inside individual tiles with their own 

power source (Merrill et. al., 2012). In general, novice toolkits strive to reduce 

external dependences and avoid tethered operation when feasible (Figure 2.10). 

7. Computational Power: “What are the computational resources of the toolkit?” 

Is the processing power in the form of a full microcomputer, such as the 

Raspberry Pi, or a more resource constrained microcontroller, such as an 

Arduino?  The maximum computational power of the system will place limits on 

what can be prototyped. 

 
Figure 2.7 Examples toolkit form factors sorted by size. 
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Figure 2.8 Electronic toolkit taxonomy across seven dimensions. 
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Figure 2.9 Examples of toolkit connection methods sorted by permanence. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.10 Examples of toolkit computing models varying by autonomy. 
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2.6 Creative Computing Framework 
We have seen in the preceding sections how novice electronics toolkits come in a wide 

range of flavors and dimensions.   However, what are the general principles that will 

influence the usability of a toolkit for novices during prototyping?  In one-hour 

prototyping timeframes discussed in (2.3) it is clear that being creative with computing 

depends on being able to rapidly and effortlessly try different design ideas.   I propose 

that there are three key factors that influence usability across all novice toolkits (Figure 

2.11): 

1. Accessibility:  That the tools, and materials are ubiquitously available for the 

average novice, in cost and availability. Accessibility is a reflection of the 

Universal Design principles proposed by Roland Mace, that designs be “usable 

to the greatest extent possible by people of all ages and abilities” (Mace,1997).  

2. Mutability: The ability to change the system with ease. Mutability is one of the 

most critical factors for rough prototyping material, as proposed by Edelman 

(2011). In electronics toolkits this extends to being able to simultaneously 

modify the physical, electrical, and software domains. 

3. Modularity: The ability to easily combine elements of the system (Baldwin & 

Clark, 2001). Using modules, such as electronic blocks, or software modules, 

hides complexity under a layer of abstraction, allowing the designer to focus on 

the task of creation, over technical details (Sadler & Durfee et. al., 2015). 

 
Figure 2.11 The Creative Computing framework: Modularity Mutability and Accessibility. 
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The combination of accessibility, mutability, and modularity factors makes up a Creative 

Computing framework.  Using these factors, we may summarize how effective different 

toolkits will be for novice prototyping. Figure 2.12 shows how some of the key toolkits 

approaches compare. Microcontroller toolkits, such as Arduino, focus on high mutability 

in both software and electronics, but modifying the system requires specialized electrical 

tools, reducing accessibly. With microcomputers, such as the Raspberry Pi, it is possible 

to modify the system extensively with knowledge of programming Linux operating 

systems and GPIO pins, but the difficulty threshold is higher than toolkits focused 

primarily hardware, such as Arduino. Phidgets, littleBits, LEGO Mindstorms, and d.tools 

all encourage modularity in electrical hardware, but vary in mutability and difficulty 

thresholds of their software.  

 
Figure 2.12 Comparing different toolkits by accessibility, modularity and mutability. 

Can we imaging a hypothetical system that addresses all of the domains simultaneously? 

As we will see in Chapter 3, the accessibility of tools is a major limited factor in 

electronics toolkits, even for experts.  The tradeoffs between mutability (Chapter 4) and 

modularly (Chapter 5) is a recurring theme in this dissertation, and the Bloctopus system 

(Chapter 6) is an attempt to show that it is possible to achieve both factors in a single 

system.    
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3 ACCESSIBILITY: SMART SHOE CASE 
STUDY 

 

3.1 Accessibility: There when you need it. 
 
What does accessibility mean for novice electronics prototyping? Accessibility is one of 

three key usability factors in the proposed Create Computing Framework (Section 2.6), 

where we want tools to be “usable to the greatest extent possible by people of all ages 

and abilities” (Mace, 1997). Therefore a universally accessible electronics toolkit is one 

in which anyone, regardless of their technical knowledge, physical resources, or financial 

status, is able to express their ideas. Industrial designers, such as Henry Dreyfuss, 

expressed the idea of accessibility more precisely by specifying his designs to 

accommodate “98% percent of the population” (Dreyfuss et. al.,1993). By designing 

broadly ergonomic physical products, Dreyfuss demonstrated a key insight: that we can 

design for the statistical variations of the average user by considering the extremes in a 

population bell curve (e.g. height, weight, visual impairment, etc.). Designing for the 

worst-case physical or cognitive abilities, helps to ensure more universally accessible 

products.  

For this dissertation I have adopted Dreyfuss’ benchmark of designing for the 

98% of the population, and extended this usability constraint to the design of electronics 

prototyping systems. We exclude extremes, such as very young children (A, in Figure 

3.1), who have different developmental needs, while considering the broader definition of 

technical novices. This chapter aims to dissect dimensions of accessibility by (i) 

highlighting common accessibility barriers with electronic prototyping tools and (ii) 

presenting an ethnographic case study of a user attempting to prototype a smart shoe 

device.  We show that electronics prototyping, for the 98% percentile, is difficult because 

many special tools are required to make a working smart device.  
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Figure 3.1 Accessibility and designing for novices, 98% of the population. 

 
 

3.2 Barriers to Novice Electronics Prototyping 
  

Our goal is to enable technical novices (the 98% percentile of the population) to 

prototype smart devices. But what are the existing barriers that might get in the way of 

prototyping and reduce accessibility? Smart devices typically consist of three common 

building blocks:  

 

A. Sensors (or inputs): which transform physical phenomenon (e.g. pressure, 

movement, light, etc.) into electrical signals. 

B. Actuators (or outputs): which produce some physical phenomenon such as 

actuated movement, sound or light. 

C. Processors: that act as the intelligent intermediary between sensors and actuators, 

transforming incoming sensor signals into modulated outputs. These processors 

can be simple logical circuits (“if-this-then-that”), or more advanced fully 

programmable computers or microcontrollers (see Chapter 2). 
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The combination of sensors, actuators and processors is what makes up most novice 

toolkits. For novices, working with these smart systems can be especially challenging due 

to the following common issues discussed by Sadler & Leifer (2015): 

 

(1) Usability of the tools: Since the different toolkits are designed for different 

audiences, toolkits vary widely in how easy they are for novices to use. Some 

toolkits are designed specifically for novice users, such as children, while others 

may be designed for technically savvy hobbyists or engineers.  

(2) Knowledge gap in both hardware and software: Interfacing with smart systems 

requires both software and electrical hardware familiarity. The user may have to 

author code to specify the behavior of the system, as well as creating and 

debugging electrical circuits. When working with sensors and actuators, 

supporting circuitry may be needed (e.g. with resistors, diodes and capacitors) in 

order to transform signals, protect components, and ensure electrical 

compatibility. The more electronics or software knowledge that is needed, the 

harder it is for novices to participate.  

(3) Cost: While the cost of sensors, actuators and processors continue to decline, the 

summation of physical parts can present a significant financial barrier for novices. 

While common electronic components, such as resistors and LEDs, can be 

purchased for pennies, fabricating a single custom printed circuit board (PCB) can 

cost hundreds of dollars. Toolkits that are more specialized for novices, tend to be 

more expensive due to the additional investment into usability features. 

(4) Computational Resource Constraints: Depending on the cost and what the 

novice is prototyping, a given toolkit may not have sufficient computational 

power to achieve the prototype’s goal. For example working with high bandwidth 

sensors such as cameras or inertial measurement units (IMU) may require 

computational resources of a full computer, rather than microcontrollers which 

are an order of magnitude cheaper, but are more computationally constrained.   

(5) Requiring special tools: In working with electrical hardware, physical, digital 

and electrical tools may be necessary to create even a basic sensor system. For 

example, the use of soldering irons, breadboards, and wiring cutters are often 
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needed. Without the necessary tools, progress may be stalled or halted. Figure 3.2 

shows an example of twelve different tools typically needed with microcontroller 

toolkits such as Arduino. 

(6) Component availability: Without physically having the components on hand 

there is often some time needed to identify and acquire the necessary parts. The 

lack of having “parts on hand” is frequent for less experienced users. Delays of 

hours, or days, are likely if components need to be ordered and shipped. In the 

context of rough and rapid prototyping, where a prototyping session might be on 

the order of an hour, these sourcing delays are significant time barrier. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3.2 Example of typical tools needed for electronics prototyping. 
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3.3 Methods: “First-Person” Prototyping a Smart Shoe 
 

What do the barriers to electronics look like in from a first-person point of view?  In this 

exploratory case study we use two ethnographic methods to looks at the prototyping 

process:  

(i) First-Person Ethnography: Using a wearable camera to follow a prototyper 

through their steps to make a working smart shoe. In this way we can see 

prototyping from the viewpoint of the actual builder.  

(ii) Expert Usability Case Analysis: Using experts, rather than novices, as a way 

to consider the best-case usability scenario.  The rationale behind using an 

expert for this case study is to first see how the tools are used when the 

knowledge requirements are not a limiting factor (Barrier #2 in section 3.2). 

We can then observe the remaining usability issues under the assumption that 

novices will also struggle with similar issues, but in greater magnitude than 

experts. 

Our goal was to follow an experienced builder, who had formal training in electronics 

device prototyping  (e.g. a graduate university class in mechatronics), using whatever 

tools felt most natural to solve a real world problem.  We recruited an expert who had 

completed a nine-month graduate engineering course on smart product design.  The 

subject was given a wearable camera (chest-mounted GoPro Hero 4), and they were 

asked to journal their prototyping process while solving a design challenge. We 

observed the video footage and conducted post-interviews (Figure 3.3). 

 
Figure 3.3 First person prototyping case study for the smart shoe. 
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The smart shoe design challenge: 

The design challenge was based on a previously conducted clinical observation where we 

found that surgeons in the operating room spent long hours standing in un-ergonomic 

positions, with weight on one leg.  The participant translated the clinical observations 

into an idea to create a smart shoe that would detect standing postures, and then give 

feedback to change position “if the surgeon was standing on one leg for more than ten 

seconds” (Figure 3.4). This idea represents a typical smart device that has a (i) single 

sensing goal (e.g. a way to detect standing pressure), (ii) a single output (e.g. a vibration 

buzzer), and (iii) a way to connect the two over conditional logic (e.g. if standing for 

more than X seconds, then buzz).   

 
Figure 3.4 The smart shoe prototyping challenge. 

 

3.4 Results & Observations 
 
An analysis of the participant video, for time and tool usage, included the following: 

 

1. Time to prototype: >15 hours. The participant took approximately 15 hours to 

make a working prototype of the smart shoe. 

2. Tools count: 30+ different tools.  They used over 30 different resources and 

tools in the making the prototype including: the Arduino microcontroller toolkit, 

discrete electronic components (resistors, LEDS, diodes etc.), hand tools, 

soldering tools, online knowledge resources, the local electronics store and parts 

from three different local maker spaces. 

3. Cost: The participant purchased $100 worth of parts.   
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Figure 3.5 Prototyping steps in the making the smart shoe. 
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Snapshots of the participant’s prototyping process are shown in Figure 3.5. From the 

videos and post-interviews we synthesized the following key observations: 

 

A. Sourcing Time: Significant time is needed to get all the parts  

Surprisingly, significant time is spent getting the physical parts in the first place.  In some 

cases, parts were not on-hand, and the participant had to drive to a local electronics store 

to find an appropriate vibration motor. After not finding the part that they needed, they 

ordered a compatible component online which took several days to arrive.  In total, we 

estimated that it took 5 hours (a third of the total time) to select, locate, order, and 

receive, the components needed for the smart shoe prototype (A, B, C in Figure 3.5).  

This mirrors what we heard in informal interviews with local product designers, where 

we found that a time lag in getting parts was a common prototyping barrier. Stocking 

common parts in an electronics workspace is a possible solution, but we do not always 

know in advance what components will be needed. Prototypes take time to build, 

regardless of expertise, and gathering parts represents a significant amount of this time. 

 

B. Time and Tools: Even simple prototypes take a lot of time for experts 

Recall that the time frame of rapid prototyping we have been using is one-hour (Section 

2.3). Our participant took over 15 hours to go from a sketch to a functioning version of a 

single-sensor, single-output device. While prototyping time will vary largely by person 

and prototype, this multiple-hour time frame signals that there are many ways to become 

blocked while prototyping.  The sourcing time, as mentioned above, is a significant 

potential delay, but once all the parts are physically aggregated, a number of tools are 

needed to shape components into working smart devices. The participant used the 

common Arduino microcontroller platform (see Section 2.4) with typical tools for 

working with electronics (Figure 3.2) including soldering equipment, an assortment of 

physical hand tools and electronic debugging. Novices may not have direct access to 

these tools, and this adds further financial, and time barriers.   In order to achieve one-

hour prototyping time frames, we must find ways to reduce the dependence on 

specialized tools. 
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C. Space: The use of multiple maker spaces 

Our participant used several “maker” spaces to get to the final working prototype.  The 

shoe used in the prototype was found in one location as a free item from a previous 

design project (J in Figure 3.5). This maker space however did not have adequate 

soldering and ventilation for combining the electrical components, so the participant went 

to an alternate location to work on the circuitry (D in Figure 3.5).   In the process of 

soldering a small pager motor for vibration feedback, the participant accidently destroyed 

the delicate electrical leads, but did not have replacement parts. They were able to find a 

replacement component from the “parts bin” at third maker space located on the 

university campus.  This third space was only available to students who had paid a yearly 

access fee ($100), and had completed two hours of safety training beforehand. While 

maker spaces are becoming more common, the average novices may be unaware of local 

fabrication resources, or they may not be able to afford the access fees.  Fabrication 

facilities were a significant part of our participant’s prototyping process, but this not yet a 

universally accessible resource. 

 

D. Costs: Significant but not prohibitive 

The participant was reimbursed for $100 worth of purchases.  While this represents a 

significant cost, it is not prohibitive for a student project.  The trend towards continuously 

lowering component costs helps to make electronics prototyping financially more 

accessible, and we expect that this trend will continue to aid novices.  The bulk of the 

cost was the purchase of multiple Arduino microcontroller boards (~$25), and flexible 

force sensing resistors ($10, FSRs SEN-09376).  The participants first used an Arduino 

Uno board, which is a physically larger, “brick” form factor of the Arduino toolkit.  The 

participant mentioned that the larger size was helpful to more quickly create the 

electronic circuitry without worrying about fitting the device into a small volume. A 

second type of Arduino (Arduino Nano), roughly the size of a stick of gum, was used as 

an embeddable form once the circuit was completed.  As the costs continue to lower, we 

expect to see multiple microcontrollers and microcomputers used as a regular part of 

prototyping, particularly in space constrained domains such as wearable computing.  
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E. Debugging is a significant friction point – but feedback “hacks” help. 

The participant stated that debugging the functionality of the system was the most time 

consuming part of the process (roughly one third of the time).  In particular, the prototype 

did not function as initially expected, and it was unclear whether there was a mistake in 

the electrical design, or software programming.  Because there are physical, electrical, 

and logical domains that can all have points of failure, it can be difficult to find the 

source of a malfunction. These malfunctions could be cause of simple errors, or a more 

complex interplay between electronics and software.  

At one point in the recorded video we observed the participant attempting to 

upload new code to the microcontroller board without success. After 5 minutes the 

participant realized that the board was not plugged in.  Sometimes the solution is simple, 

such as plugging in a forgotten wire, but other times the “mystery” goes unsolved. At 

another time point, the participant was puzzled as to why a particular vibration motor was 

not turning on. After an hour they threw the component away, deciding to try a new 

component.  In post-interviews the participant hypothesized that the component was 

designed for a different voltage range (3.3V rather than 5V), or that the part had possibly 

been previously destroyed, but the source of the original malfunction was never 

understood. Simply starting over with a new component was one way to solve the 

problem.  Later, when the participant tried again with a different motor, they added an 

LED light component to the circuit to give some visual feedback that current was indeed 

flowing through the new motor (Figure 3.6).  

 
Figure 3.6 Example feedback “hack”: an added LED to give increased debugging feedback. 
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A key observation is that: quickly debugging a prototype depends on the feedback 

channels that indicate which domain is the cause of a problem. If the LED is on, it means 

that the component is electrically connected, and the problem may lie elsewhere in 

software. Adding feedback channels increases accessibility, and later we will see how 

this insight was applied to visual feedback in the novice Bloctopus system (Chapter 6).  

 

F. Programming simple interactions takes many lines of code 

The participant described programming interactions as a significant challenge for the 

prototype. The final smart shoe was intended to work logically as: “if standing for more 

than 10 seconds, then buzz a motor”.  The interaction can be summarized in one sentence, 

yet the participant wrote 165 lines of code for the final prototype (Appendix A). The 

description of the interaction may be simple, but the implementation can be verbose and 

challenging even for expert programmers. For example, Figure 3.7, shows 21 lines of 

code the participant initially wrote to check if the force sensors were working.  

 
Figure 3.7 The participant’s initial code to read if a person is standing on the sensor.  
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We can see (A in Figure 3.7) that the participant wrote several lines of code to declare in 

advance, what sensors are connected, and where they were electrically connected. As the 

program grew, they connected additional components but had to continuously update the 

code to maintain synchronization between the code and the electrical domain.   

Additionally later in the program we can see frequent use of a statements to “print” the 

state of the system to the screen  (B in Figure 3.7).  The bulk of the program was 

therefore boilerplate code to (i) declare what components were plugged in to the 

microcontroller and (ii) to gain feedback on the operation of the system (similar to the 

use of feedback LEDs in the electrical domain).  

 When asked about the large volume of code in the final prototype, the participant 

explained that programming “time-based” interactions was particularly challenging.  The 

code required keeping track of “standing for more than 10 seconds,” while continuously 

reading sensors. However, in the early program (C in Figure 3.7) we see the use of a 

delay function, which puts the system to sleep for some period of time. This is 

problematic for programming smart devices, since they need to respond dynamically to 

user input and avoid going to sleep.  Later the participant modified the program to 

remove the use of delay, but this resulted in increased complexity of the code.  

 

These observations highlight important accessibility shortcomings of programming smart 

devices with systems like Arduino: i.e. the need to find ways to (i) more fluently express 

concurrent interactions, (ii) reduce the programming burden for common tasks, such as 

adding new sensors, and (iii) increase feedback channels in the software and hardware, 

without requiring many lines of code and expert knowledge.  
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3.5 Conclusions 
 

Accessibility, the ability for anyone to use the tools, is a core component of the Creative 

Computing Framework. We defined an accessibility benchmark of designing for the 98% 

of the population, inspired from the early accessibility work of Henry Dreyfuss. 

Accessibility barriers to novice electronics prototyping include: tool usability, knowledge 

requirements, cost constraints, computing power, specialized tools, and sourcing 

components.  We explored some of these accessibility factors through a case study of a 

designer creating a smart shoe prototype for a clinical problem. We found that the 

participant was able to make a functioning prototype in 15 hours, and used many tools 

that novices would not commonly have access to.   We discussed strategies to improve 

accessibility by: reducing dependence on expert tools, increasing feedback mechanisms, 

and exploring alternative programming techniques (Section 2.4.2). We will later see how 

we applied these observations to increase novice accessibly with the Bloctopus system 

(Chapter 6). 
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4 MUTABILITY: PAPER ROBOT CASE STUDY 
 

 

Mutability is the ability to easily change an artifact’s form or function. Mutability is one 

of the most important factors in prototyping since it gives the designer the freedom to 

express and shape an idea over time (Edelman, 2011). Creative Computing happens 

across the physical, electrical and software domain, and it is important for novices to be 

able to adapt any aspect of the prototyping domain. Here we will focus on mutability in 

the physical domain: with paper as a key ingredient, which can be easily modified by 

hand in seconds (Figure 4.1). This chapter describes the Paper Robot exercise, a design 

activity that blends everyday materials such as cardboard, with electronic components. 

Additionally, this chapter showcases techniques for measuring the prototyping experience 

through task performance and self-efficacy changes. We found that the Paper Robot 

activity was successful at enabling creative physical expression, while at the same time 

boosting psychological confidence with electronics. This case study demonstrates the 

critical role that mutable materials play within Creative Computing*. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Cardboard is highly mutable. Novices can easily modify a physical prototype by hand.  

                                                
* Portions of this chapter were originally published by the author in (Analytis, Sadler & 

Cutkotsky, 2015) 
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4.1 Introduction 
 

The Paper Robot activity (“P.bot” for short) fulfills an educational need to increase 

student’s confidence and proficiency in prototyping with electronic components. This 

activity was initially developed for an academic yearlong course, ME310, at Stanford 

University. This multidisciplinary class typically consists of first-year graduate students 

in the Department of Mechanical Engineering; however a few students each year are 

from different disciplines not limited to Physics, Electrical Engineering, Computer 

Science, Education, Management Science, and Product Design. The course is structured 

such that the students work in teams with a company sponsors and industry liaisons that 

follow their progress on a design project based on a prompt supplied by the company. 

Past sponsors include Autodesk, BMW, Panasonic, SAP, Siemens, Toyota, and 

Volkswagen among many others. In the last several years, the course has included a 

global network of schools, some of which are paired with the local students to work on 

the corporate project. At the end of the 9-month course, students produce a final 

functioning prototype, with a high enough resolution that it appears polished and 

marketable. During the course, the students make several prototypes on various ideas, 

conduct needfinding interviews and point of view analysis to define their customers, and 

present their findings and designs to the teachers and liaisons. The course typically 

accounts for approximately 1/3 of the students' academic time. 
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Figure 4.2 Examples of some Paper Robots created by students in 2013. 

 

Although the students had various backgrounds and skillsets, the teaching team 

recognized that many students struggled with common barriers when it came to 

prototyping with electronic components. These barriers are currently decreasing with 

low-cost tools with large community support such as Arduino microcontrollers (Mellis et 

al., 2007) and the Processing programming language (Reas and Fry, 2007). The objective 

of the Paper Robot activity was to introduce students to such tools so that they could 

more easily and quickly start prototyping with microcontrollers for the corporate projects. 

The approach of using paper as a prototyping medium has been demonstrated with the 

course’s well-known “Paper Bike” activity, in which student teams build paper vehicles 

to compete in specially devised Paper Bike sports. The Paper Bike project is at the 

beginning of the ME310 curriculum, introduced as a “warm-up” group design activity.  

Teams work for approximately 3 weeks to build a vehicle to carry a human rider and 

participate in the final competitions. The design process, specifications and final 

prototypes are documented by the students for a graded report at the end of the activity. 
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This activity is not only a warm-up introduction to the design process; it is also an 

“equalizer” across the students’ experiences and skills. Very few people come into the 

class with experience building large scale functioning systems out of paper (or in this 

case, heavy cardboard tubes and boxes of different sizes that are scavenged from various 

outlets). 

Paper also offers a valuable medium that is especially suited for prototyping early 

in the design process. It is easy to construct and to manipulate paper. When used with 

electronics, it allows for the blending of high and low resolution materials while 

encouraging rapid prototyping and experimentation (Houde, 1997). Since the Paper 

Robot’s introduction in the 2010-2011 academic year, five classes of Stanford students 

and many students in schools across the globe have participated in this activity. This 

report documents the methods and materials of the P.bot design exercise and the results 

from surveys that 29 students took during the second year of its introduction. 

 

4.1.1 Paper as a Creative Catalyst 
 

The P.bot activity combines the use of paper and electronics prototyping in education. As 

mentioned, the use of paper as a medium for electronics prototyping offers a low 

intimidation material that is easy to start building with and modify. Introducing paper as a 

method to contain electronics and build structural mechanisms reduces the barrier to start 

prototyping with mechanoelectrical components (Qi, 2012).  

Furthermore, robots and devices made of paper can promote social interaction due 

to their cute and inviting appearance, as demonstrated by Tweenbot (Kinzer, 2009) and 

Boxie (Reben, 2011). Tweenbot is a social art project that featured a robot that needs 

human interaction to help direct it to its intended location, and Boxie is a small robot for 

collaborative video recording. As explained by (Qi, 2012), paper can be a friendly and 

open-ended material, which gives learners “full freedom to be expressive without the 

technical and aesthetic constraints of pre-designed kits or pre-fabricated electronic 

systems.” Hence, in a course that is meant to foster creativity and innovation, the use of 

paper in an electronics-based learning activity is a suitable design choice. 
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4.1.2 Universal Affordances of Effective Creative Prototyping Materials 
 

Creativity depends on prototyping, the ability of the creator to actually make physical 

representations of their ideas. However, interactive ideas with electronics and sensors 

have significant technical barriers that may block creative intent. A student may envision 

a fire-breathing squid robot, but may actually become blocked by the technical 

requirements of realizing their vision. This gap between the idea and creating a 

prototyping of the ideas is often referred to as the “gulf of execution” (Norman, 1986). 

Our guiding insight is that the affordances of the materials we prototype with may 

enhance or inhibit the creative process, and alter the ability the ability to execute ideas. 

Understanding the theory of why one material is better suited than another is essential in 

guiding design choices. For the P.bot activity we see paper as one example medium with 

an enhancing effect on creative expression – but what are the general properties of paper 

that make it an effective choice? How might we predict whether a given material will be 

effective for creative expression? Here we propose the three affordances of effective 

creative prototyping materials: 

A. Mutable: Materials that are easy to modify by hand, without the need for special 

tools. 

B. Stable: Materials that can hold their physical form.  

C. Non-precious: Materials that are commonly available at low-cost. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 The universal affordances of a creative prototyping medium. 
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When a material has all three of these properties, we expect that it will be effective as a 

creative prototyping medium. Some materials may strongly exhibit one property but not 

another. For example, clay is highly mutable, but does not hold its form unless fired in a 

high temperature oven. Metal is highly stable in its form but difficult to modify without 

special machinery. Ice is ubiquitous and non-precious, but is not stable as a building 

material at room temperature. Effective prototyping materials such as paper have all three 

properties. Paper is easily modified with a pair of scissors (mutability), can be 

mechanically robust enough to build a human-weight load-bearing bicycle as seen in the 

Paper Bike activity (stability), and is ubiquitously available (non-precious). For the P.bot 

robot activity we focus on the combination of paper with electronics as a creative 

prototyping catalyst.  

 

4.2 The Paper Robot Activity 
 

The Paper Robot assignment is 1.5 weeks long and is presented about 3 months into the 

design course. During the project period, students spend between 30 to 50 hours on the 

project. At this point in the course, students are narrowing down their ideas for their final 

prototype and shifting focus from exploration to implementation in their corporate 

projects. The activity has three primary objectives: 

1. To present students with a platform for prototypes involving electronics, and to 

introduce them to tools for developing embedded devices.  

2. To influence corporate project success and increase functionality in the design 

teams' final prototypes. 

3. To increase students’ confidence in starting projects using electronics on their 

own. 

The students were introduced to the activity and the Arduino programming 

environment in a single 50 minute long lecture. Then multiple office hours were held 

during the build week by the teaching staff. Before the start of the assignment, a tutorial 

was posted on the course webpage describing the assignment components (Mission #6, 
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2014). The tutorial also included example code for demonstrating some basic Arduino 

functions, controlling various electrical components, and implementing a software serial 

communication protocol.  

4.2.1 Description of Activity  
 

The learning objectives can be further broken down into the technical skills that the Paper 

Robot activity taught, including: 

A. Soldering. 

B. Building basic circuits.  

C. Reading and writing analog/digital inputs/outputs. 

D. Establishing communication between devices. 

E. Programming a microcontroller.  

First, students had to assemble their Arduino compatible microcontroller boards. The 

robots were required to have 4 types of inputs that could be triggered (sensors, switches, 

etc.) to send a message, and 4 types of outputs for display (LEDs, servo motor motions, 

etc.), which were controlled based on a received message. A sample robot was presented 

for students to interact with (Table 1, Figure 4.4). 

 
Table 1 Example Paper Robot inputs, outputs and communicated messages used in instructions. 

Input Sensor Output Display Associated Message 
 
Squeeze force-sensing resistor on left 
hand 

Large LED on heart lights up Happy (h) 

Squeeze force-sensing resistor on right 
hand Right arm is waved by a servo motor Sad (s) 

Bend forward neck, triggering a flex 
sensor 

Robot dances (turns in circle) by a 
DC gear motor Excited (e) 

Press push button on nose Small LEDs on eyes light up Angry (a) 

None / unclear No wave, eyes off, heart off, not 
dancing Default (?) 
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Figure 4.4 Select inputs and outputs and a photograph of the example Paper Robot. 

The instructions to students were to: 

(1) Use "sensors" (of any kind, including switches) to detect an input state that is 

imparted to the P.Bot by a naive human user. 

(2) Communicate with others of its kind in a predefined standard format and protocol. 

In this activity, we will be using a software serial library, which simulates UART 

communication on standard digital pins. 

(3) Interpret received messages and do something physical to reflect the received 

messages as output that naive users can recognize and enjoy. 

Students followed instructions under the following constraints: 

i. Naive users should be able to manipulate (e.g. move, assemble, push, twist) the 

P.bot to put it into a desired state. 

ii. No text and no alphanumeric labels in any natural language are allowed for the 

input or output, or anywhere on the P.bot. There can be no instruction manuals. 

Operation has to be achieved by finding "intuitive" motions, graphics, lighting, 

sounds, and so forth. Icons and graphics are permitted. 

iii. The P.bot systems need to be able to send and receive messages in a standard 

format, using the SoftwareSerial library. Everyone will use the same pins for 

receiving and transmitting data (digital pin 3 and 4) at a baud rate of 9600. 
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The first two constraints are to foster creativity in interaction design of the Paper Robot, 

and the third constraint provides guidance, so that all robots will communicate with each 

other in the same way. 

 

4.2.2 Choice of Tools 
 

The Really Bare Bones (RBB) board  (Modern Devices, 2014) was chosen as the 

microcontroller board for the course due to its Arduino compatibility, low cost, and the 

need for assembly. Students were encouraged to have their team members with the least 

soldering experience assemble the boards, to increase their knowledge and confidence in 

soldering skills. Some schools participating in the design activity chose to use other 

Arduino boards that did not require assembly for the interest of time. See Appendix B for 

a full list of components the teams received. 

For the communication between robots, a software serial protocol was 

implemented using the SoftwareSerial library (2014). A software based serial protocol 

was chosen because the standard Atmel ATmega328 chip on the RBB board has only one 

hardware UART port set on its TX and RX pins. If these pins were used for 

communication between P.bots, they would not be able to be used during continuous 

debugging. Wired communication was implemented with standard 4-pin RJ-11 jacks on 

each robot, and crossover cables between the robots to properly direct transmitted and 

received messages. A wired serial protocol was chosen because it was quick to 

implement, with less uncertainty involved in wireless communication protocols (such as 

cross talk, range limitations, etc.).   

 

4.3 Study Design and Evaluation 
 

The Paper Robot activity was evaluated by means of self-assessment surveys given to the 

students immediately before and after the assignment. The task performance was 

measured in terms of whether or not the students were able to complete the task of 

building a robot with 4 inputs and 4 outputs, while sending and receiving messages. 
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Confidence in the technical areas of prototyping with microcontrollers, programming, 

and building circuits was assessed before and after the activity. Students were also asked 

about whether or not they believed their knowledge had increased in the technical areas. 

Written surveys were taken by 29 students as per a human subject research protocol 

approved by Stanford University’s Institutional Review Board. The pre-activity survey 

assessed students’ experience, knowledge, interest, and comfort level in certain technical 

areas including: working with microcontrollers, Arduino programming, other 

programming languages, building circuits, mechanical component design, and 

implementing communication protocols between devices. The post-activity survey 

assessed students’ knowledge gain and confidence in the technical areas, while also 

assessing the specific skills learned from and time spent on the activity. Responses 

included choices such as “Very Confident, Fairly Confident and Not Confident”; and 

“Expert, A Lot, Some, Little, and None”, which were linearly normalized to a 5-point 

Likert scale. The data gathered were from 29 students in the design course. The students’ 

average age was 23.8 years old, in the group of 9 female and 20 male students. Over 90% 

of students completed the surveys and 100% of teams were represented. 

Although these data were gathered from one class at Stanford, the P.bot activity 

has been taught in satellite courses across the globe, including universities in Australia, 

China, Colombia, Finland, and Mexico over the course of the last 5 years.  Students in the 

surveyed class also participated in an extended post-survey which was administered 6 

months later at the end of the course, which assessed the complexity of their teams’ final 

prototypes and whether knowledge gained from the Paper Robot activity was useful to 

the corporate projects.  
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4.4 Results 
 

Figure 4.5 shows a sampling of students’ paper robots over the last 4 years. From the 

class of 32 students surveyed in their 8 design teams, all students made a Paper Robot 

with 4 inputs and 4 outputs as described in the instructions, and were successful in 

integrating mechanical, electrical and software components.  

 

 
Figure 4.5 The Paper Robot activity demonstrated creative expression using paper and 

electronics. 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the reported confidence level (normalized to a 5 point Likert scale) 

before and after the activity in specific technical categories. Figure 4.7 shows the 

percentage of students that reported they had gained knowledge in the specific technical 

categories. 76% of students reported an increase in knowledge in programming 

microcontrollers (Arduino), and 69% increased their knowledge in creating electronic 

circuits out of raw components. Figure 4.8 shows the change in confidence level 
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separated by novices and experts in the class. Novices were segmented by students’ self-

reported experience level on a 1 to 5 Likert Scale, where a novice was defined as 

reporting a 1 or 2 (no experience or little experience) on the pre-survey about their 

previous experience with Arduino.  

Novices showed larger increases than experts about their self-reported confidence 

in working with Arduino and building circuits in comparing pre and post surveys. The 

number of distinct inputs and outputs, and additional components used in the final p.bot 

designs, determined complexity of the robots. Although the sample size is too small to 

come to statistical conclusions, in general, students with higher confidence and 

knowledge gain across all of the five technical categories correlated to having built more 

complex robots. Figure 4.9 outlines the breakdown of time spent on the Paper Robot 

activity, averaged across all students’ self-reported answers.  

 

 
Figure 4.6 Average confidence level before and after the Paper Robot activity. 
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Figure 4.7 Percentage of students reporting knowledge gain after the Paper Robot activity. 

 
Figure 4.8 Average change in confidence level by novices and experts in the class. 
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Students that completed the third survey at the end of the course reported using 

the following new knowledge from the P.bot activity in their corporate projects: 

soldering, rapid prototyping, teamwork in electronics activities, building simple circuits, 

programming digital I/O, and implementing serial communication. Mechatronic 

components used in final prototypes for the corporate projects included: LEDs, servo and 

stepper motors, resistive and capacitive sensors, proximity sensors, accelerometers, tilt 

sensors, photo-resistive sensors, WiFi shields, RFID cards, IR cameras, and LCD 

displays. Programming languages used included: HTML/HTML5, PHP, CSS, JavaScript, 

MySQL, Ajax, C/C++/C#, Arduino and Python. Control hardware utilized in the final 

projects included Arduino, custom electronics with Atmel-based chips, mobile devices 

and computers.  

 
Figure 4.9 Breakdown of time spent on key stages. 

 

4.5 Discussion 
 

The results show that although students came into the activity with less confidence in the 

technical categories, at the end of the course, average confidence increased greatly. This 

is especially true for beginner’s confidence regarding programming the microcontroller 

they were introduced to (Arduino), and in building circuits from components, as seen in 

Figure 4.8. As expected, when reflecting on more complicated skills, such as 

programming new microcontrollers and setting up communication protocols, experts had 
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a higher increase in confidence. Overall, confidence in microcontrollers and software 

other than those introduced by the P.bot activity had increased. This shows that the Paper 

Robot assignment was successful in encouraging confidence in the general areas of 

electronics prototyping and enabled students to have the confidence to learn and 

implement such prototypes on their own, without guidance, and on new platforms. It was 

not obvious to us whether student confidence would decrease in response to technical 

frustrations, but our evaluation shows that successfully making a working paper robot 

appears to balance these frustrations. Knowledge gain also showed positive results, 

although not as drastic as the change in confidence. It is reasonable to assume that 

students’ confidence level may be higher than their knowledge of certain aspects, which 

is also an indicator of willingness to learn and gain unfamiliar skills.  

Many students commented on their “likes” about the P.bot activity; common 

themes included making the final P.bot, learning mechatronics, the ability to be creative, 

and the social debut in which the P.bots were connected to each other at the end of the 

activity. Most of the “wishes” centered on the following themes: desire for more 

tutorials/instruction, time pressure on other assignments in the course, programming 

issues, serial communication issues, and team issues. It was helpful for teachers to have 

done the activity, and present an example robot during the introductory lecture. 

Some recommendations for the activity include establishing a clear 

communication protocol, and providing test robots for students to continuously debug 

before the final P.bot social. Unclear interaction protocols are a reoccurring issue for 

human-machine interfaces in the course. A protocol establishes, for example, what 

happens if a robot issues a message and there is no response, or if robot gets into a loop 

that causes it to repeatedly broadcast messages without stopping to listen for incoming 

messages. Implementing devices that communicate robustly with each other may require 

more advanced concepts such as event-driven programming, but this may be challenging 

for a novice programmer to implement from scratch. A future toolkit for communicative 

P.bots could provide a minimal event-driven framework to decrease difficulty associated 

with sending and receiving messages. 

Students reported that a large percentage (30%) of their time was spent on testing 

and debugging the circuitry of the robots. This means that the overall time of the activity 
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could be compressed with improved debugging tools, and with components that have a 

reduced chance of error.  Providing more modular electronic components for this activity 

may provide students with premade functioning modules that may be more easily 

incorporated into a design idea.  For example, a tri-color LED light, or a light sensor 

module, that already has the necessary supporting circuitry, allows ideas to be swapped in 

and out in a modular building block fashion. This building block philosophy, which can 

be seen in novice toolkits such as LEGO Mindstorms (2015), littleBits (2014), and 

Electronic Blocks (Wyeth, 2008) are effective ways to make the P.bot activity accessible 

to even younger age groups. Prior work has shown that more modular platforms such as 

the Go-Go board (Sipitakiat, 2002), and d.Tools (Hartmann et al., 2005), have allowed 

increased focus on the creative design task, rather than technical learning. In particular, 

finding ways to visualizing the system state is a general strategy that has been successful 

with these toy-based systems. Because the P.bot exercise asks students to create a 

tangible embodiment of a robotic system, it is visually clear when some sensor or output 

is malfunctioning. Mindstorms, just like the P.bot, allows for visual debugging since 

they: 

 

“embody state and behavior, physically modeling the structure of the 

programming solutions. Their activities are the concrete instantiation of program 

behavior. Students receive immediate visual feedback, allowing visual debugging 

since the program’s state of execution is literally played out in front of them” 

(Powers, 2006).  

 

Another approach to electronics education is the “untoolkit” (Mellis et al., 2013), 

which strives to use more open-ended and off-the-shelf parts, such as paper and 

conductive inks, than compared to modular toolkits. Circuit Stickers (2014) are a good 

example of components that can be used in an “untoolkit” for electronics education. We 

are exploring how these ideas may be incorporated into a future P.bot activity, to 

encourage design and creativity while fostering electronics and programming skills.  
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4.6 Conclusions 
 

We present the Paper Robot activity as a way to encourage creative exploration with 

electronics and low-tech materials such as paper. Students reported a gain in knowledge 

and confidence across several technical categories relating to microcontrollers, 

programming, and building circuits after completing the Paper Robot activity. Compared 

to traditional educational models, the use of paper as a means for fostering creativity, 

coupled with the project based learning activity, led to a successful prototyping 

experience in which students worked together in teams, while enhancing their own 

knowledge and self-efficacy. This activity illustrates that an important ingredient of 

Creative Computing includes highly mutable materials, such as paper.  We will later see 

how this mutability insight been applied to the design and evaluation of the Bloctopus 

toolkit (Chapter 6 & 7). 
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5 MODULARITY: STUDYING HOW 
MODULARITY INCREASES THE 
PROBABILITY OF PROTOTYPING NOVEL 
IDEAS   

 

Modularity is the third factor in our proposed Creative Computing framework. Our goal 

in this chapter is to explore how modularity can influence prototyping during a design 

task. Design is a cyclical journey from creative ideas to concrete realizations of those 

ideas though prototyping. Designers today have increasing access to low-cost technology 

toolkits within the electronic and computational domain. However, for technical novices, 

including electronic components in prototypes can hamper the ability to create novel 

ideas by introducing technical obstacles. Electronic modules can increase the probability 

of prototyping success, at the cost of reduced design flexibility. This research (1) presents 

the results of a pilot usability evaluation of (N=68) participants making physical light 

emitting diode (LED) light creations with non-modular electronics components, and (2) 

uses this evaluation to motivate a creative prototyping study (N=86) exploring the 

question: “How does prototyping tool modularity influence the creative result?” Using a 

browser-based crowd platform (Amazon’s Mechanical Turk), participants created electric 

“creature circuits” with LEDs in a virtual prototyping environment. We found that 

increasing the modularity of LED components (i) increased the novelty rating of 

prototypes as rated by a condition-blind panel, (ii) increased the quantity of prototypes 

created and the quantity of LEDs used by study participants, (iii) increased participants’ 

degree of perceived self-efficacy and cognitive flow, and (iv) reduced the number of 

errors due to LED polarity. The results highlight that novice prototyping with electronics 

is difficult due to the number of possible ways to fail. The findings show that modularity 

can reduce the chance of errors and improve the likelihood of creating novel prototypes.* 

  
                                                
* Portions of this chapter were originally published by the author in (Sadler, Shluzas, Blikstein, 
Katila, 2015) 
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5.1 Introduction 
 

When faced with a creative challenge, designers are often encouraged to create many 

low-resolution solutions in a limited time period. These prototypes tend to highlight the 

essence of an idea, rather than the technical details of implementation. In contrast, 

prototyping with software and electronics tools may add functionality and technical 

details to design ideas, but can also slow down the creative process by (i) requiring prior 

technical knowledge and (ii) introducing potential for errors in implementation (Sadler, 

Durfee, et al. 2015) (Analytis et al., 2015) Through using modules, a designer may add 

blocks that contain a desired functionality, while hiding the technical details (“Selective 

exposure,” Blikstein, 2013). In electronics, we define modularly as the encapsulation of 

components into self-contained blocks that can be independently combined (Baldwin & 

Clark, 2000). In this paper we explore how the modularity of a prototyping tool may 

influence a designer’s creative process.  

During prototyping we assume that an ideal creative toolkit will enable a designer to 

confidently create many prototypes in a given time frame, allow diverse ideas to be 

expressed, and place a designer in “the zone” of continuous cognitive flow.  Since 

modularity tends to reduce the difficulty and number of steps required to create a 

prototype, we hypothesize that increasing the modularity of prototyping tools will have 

positive effects on the following measures: 

 

1) Prototype Novelty: The divergent quality of the prototypes defined by having 

unique features or attributes, based on a Likert-type novelty-rating scale.  

2) Prototype Quantity: The number of distinct prototypes created in a given time 

period. 

3) Designer’s Creative Feeling: The degree to which designers self-report that they 

are in a creative state of mind.  

4) Self-Efficacy: The confidence that a designer has in his or her ability to create 

prototypes (Bandura, 1977). 

5) Cognitive Flow: The degree to which a designer feels that a task’s difficulty level 

matches one’s perceived abilities (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992).  
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The above metrics have interconnected effects on one another. For instance, prior 

research has shown that designing several prototypes in parallel can contribute to an 

increase in both the quantity and creativity of prototypes produced (Dow et al., 2010).  

This research focuses on the above metrics as general indicators of a desirable 

prototyping experience. 

 

5.1.1 Research Contributions  
 

This paper presents the results of a prototyping study (N=86) that varies the modularity 

of a prototyping tool for a creative design task.  The study uses a simulated circuit 

prototyping environment in software to show the degree to which tool modularity affects 

creative output. This paper has two main contributions: 

A. Presents a usability benchmark for simple creative tasks with novices using non-

modular electronics tools, and shows that lower modularity can block creativity 

by increasing the probability of errors.  

B. Presents quantitative and qualitative evidence that tool modularity can increase a 

designer’s creative output as measured by increased novelty, quantity, self-

efficacy, degree of creativity feeling, and cognitive flow. 
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5.2 The Anatomy of Errors: LED Usability Case Study 
 

Before exploring modularity in more detail, what do we mean by “usability” with 

common electronic components? As Blikstein (2013) points out, there is little research 

that explores the usability of current electronics toolkits, especially for novices or non-

technical audiences. By providing a usability benchmark with typical non-modular 

electronics tools, we can highlight why modularly may be an important influencer in the 

creative process. In the field of electronics and physical computing there is an increasing 

trend towards modular electronics toolkits to help artists, hobbyists and designers express 

creative ideas (Blikstein, 2013). Technical novices may often generate novel ideas 

involving smart sensors, actuators and electronics, even without the ability to implement 

them. Recall that Shluzas & Sadler et. al. (2013) found that nurses intuitively envisioned 

novel ways to improve a familiar medical device (syringe for intramuscular injection) and 

often with complex electronic features.  But, the same nurses were often limited by their 

ability to implement such ideas.  By focusing on the usability of current electronic tools, 

we can better understand how to enable novices to create some of their best ideas.  

To establish a rough usability benchmark we analyzed video data of (N=68) high-

school students that had been previously captured in a study by Jung et al. (2014).  The 

video footage shows students (i) physically creating a single blinking LED light in a 10 

minute tutorial and (ii) conducting an open-ended creative task using a kit of assorted 

electronic components needed to create LED circuits (including LED lights, resistors, 

wires, breadboards, programmable microcontroller and step by step instructions). We re-

coded the video data to examine the percentage of students who had a blocking failure 

during prototyping, as defined by an event requiring human intervention to help a 

participant get “unstuck.” The data shows that even for the basic electronic task of 

making an LED blink, 47% of participants demonstrated a critical failure that required 

human intervention to complete the task. (Figure 5.1)  
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Figure 5.1 Percent of participants with a failure mode (requiring human intervention) during a 

basic blinking LED tutorial. 

 

If we consider the data from a probability standpoint, even basic tasks such as 

getting a single LED to blink, may have a task completion probability on the order of a 

coin flip, Psuccess= 0.5, within a 10 minute time frame.  For the field of design and 

creativity the implications are serious, since technical novices may be statistically 

unlikely to succeed at more complex creative tasks without more time and human 

intervention.  Learning how to navigate constraints, for example recovering from 

electrical errors, is an important aspect of general problem solving. There may be positive 

long-term effects associated with novices learning to overcome error-prone tasks, but on 

the other hand an extremely error-prone system is likely to hinder task completion.  
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5.2.1 Many Ways to Fail - Dominant Failure Modes During LED Prototyping 
 

The task in Jung et al. (2014) involved a tutorial to make a single LED blink within 10 

minutes, followed by an open-ended prototyping period where participants were free to 

try and create additional ideas involving paper craft and LEDS. Completing the tutorial 

required no previous technical knowledge beyond following step-by-step instructions and 

participants were provided all the necessary electrical components as well as a bin of 

paper craft supplies.  We coded the video data for common sources of failures during 

LED prototyping, where a failure was defined as a blocking interruption causing the 

participant to stop prototyping or switch to a different task.  An analysis of the failure 

modes found that failures were dominated by errors in wiring electrical connections, 

where 28% of participants believed they had created a circuit but had failed to connect 

one or more points (Figure 5.2). Half of the participants had at least one of the following 

failure modes: 

1. Wiring Connection Mistake: Creating a complete circuit with all the necessary 

wires but with a single wire misplaced. 

2. Theoretical Misunderstanding: Attempting to arrange components in an 

electrically incompatible way, such as placing many LEDs in parallel (which 

resulted in an LED failing to light due to an Ohms Law error). 

3. Gap between Idea and Implementation: Attempting to create a form, e.g. trying to 

arrange LEDs to spell out a letter, but not successfully getting all of the LEDs to 

light up. 

4. Programming Error:  Syntax error in the programming environment. 

5. LED Polarity Error: Placing an LED backwards. 

6. Visible Lack of Interest: Appearing bored or disengaged during the activity. 

7. Breadboard Mapping Misunderstanding: Expressing confusion in regard to how 

connections are mapped on a breadboard. 

8. Not Touching Electronic: Choosing to engage only with paper crafts. 

9. Visibly Stressed or Discouraged: Showing external signs of stress. 

10. Software Failure:  Crashing the programming environment. 

11. Incomplete Wiring:  Missing one or several wires in a circuit. 
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12. Mechanical Failure of Wire: Wire becoming broken due to fatigue. 

13. Software Usability Error: Participant having trouble navigating code. 

14. Confusion with Microcontroller Pins: Not knowing where to find pins on a 

microcontroller. 

15. Identifying Components: Expressing confusion as to which components to use, 

e.g. LEDs vs. resistors.  

 

 
Figure 5.2 Failure modes observed during prototyping blinking LED’s. 

 

 

These exploratory findings highlight reasons as to why 47% of participants 

encountered a failure during prototyping.  The physical affordances of typical non-

modular tools (raw electrical components, wires, and breadboards) provide many avenues 

for mistakes to occur (e.g., a single slip of wiring on any part of the circuit can lead to an 
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overall failure of the circuit to light up). Historically the design of these electronic 

components, such as resistors and LEDs, prioritizes low-cost and manufacturability for 

the electronics industry. Electronics components are not designed to be easy to use for 

non-experts, but rather to be cheap to make and incorporate into final products. As we 

observe here, when novices interact with components the range of possible errors is 

considerable.  If an LED has a chance of being plugged in backwards, then invariably 

some novices will make the mistake. A component that can occur in two different 

orientations increases the space of possible physical design configurations, but may not 

correspond to a useful or functional design. 

Emotionally, we observed and recorded the participants’ external affect and found 

that a number of them became visibly stressed or made negative emotional outbursts, 

such as saying they felt like they “completely failed”.  Four participants avoided touching 

the electronics completely during the open-ended prototyping session, choosing to create 

objects out of paper crafts instead. From a creativity standpoint, emotions such as fear, 

negativity and lack of engagement, are undesirable in promoting a creative atmosphere 

for ideas and cognitive flow (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008).  

The rest of this chapter will focus on one particular finding of this list of 

identified electronics prototyping failure modes: LED polarity (failure mode #5). As 

argued later in Section 5.3.1, high modularity, using Lego-like building blocks, can free 

the designer from having to worry about the technical details such as electrical polarity or 

individual connections. A modular system of LEDs, can remove the possibility to plug 

the component in backwards. Conversely, less modular systems allow more errors in 

orientation. Subsequent sections explore LED modularity in more detail through (i) and a 

cognitive task analysis and (ii) a controlled experiment to measure how LED modularity 

may influence prototyping. 
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5.3 Connecting Modularity to Flow   
 

Modules are encapsulated blocks of functionality that can be added to or removed from a 

system independently (Baldwin & Clark, 2000). A component with a high degree of 

modularity has fewer dependencies on outside variables (design choices). In prototyping, 

this implies that modules enable designers to freely try combinations of parts, much like 

adding bricks in a toy construction kit. Thus, we expect that modular prototyping will 

influence a technical novice’s ability to gain confidence or self-efficacy in the use of 

design tools, and to improve cognitive flow while designing.  There is a rising trend to 

use modular building blocks inside electronic toolkits designed for novices, particularly 

when incorporating microcontrollers, sensors and basic electronic components (Sadler & 

Durfee, et al., 2015). These “computationally enhanced” novice toolkits (Blikstein, 2013; 

Blikstein, 2015) have historically sought to find a balance between exposing technical 

details, and encapsulating details inside less error-prone modules.  
 

 

Figure 5.3 Comparing the modularity of two LED components. 
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5.3.1 High and Low Modularity with an LED  
 

What does high or low modularity look like with electronic components? Consider the 

following example of two multi-color light emitting diode (LED) components shown in 

Figure 5.3. In the example of “low modularity,” a low-cost tri-color LED can be added to 

a programmable microcontroller by connecting four individual pins, and choosing 3 

appropriately sized resistors. In this case, the LED does not contain all of the components 

required to function reliably, and a designer must choose resistors out of thousands of 

possible resistance values. Making an incorrect connection, or choosing a resistor that is 

too small or too large, results in a non-functional light.  

In the “high modularity” example, a self-contained LED module contains the 

necessary components to function properly and a single connection to the outside world. 

In this case, an expert has made the resistor choices in advance, and the module has a 

simplified single connection interface. This module reduces the outside variables that 

may lead to errors, such as choosing incompatible resistors or plugging in the component 

in an opposite polarity. Selecting resistors, in this case, is irrelevant to the task at hand 

and distracts users from their goal.  

These contrasting examples illustrate that a key difference in prototyping with 

modules is that they tend to reduce the variability, difficulty, and number of steps 

required to combine components, in exchange for reduced flexibility and increased cost. 

These tradeoffs are summarized in Table 2. Modules may be a poor choice if one’s goal 

is to educate a designer on the technical aspects of a system, since the details are hidden 

(Blikstein, 2013). However, if the primary goal is to enable functional prototyping of a 

creative idea as quickly as possible, then modules are effective candidates. Modules are 

therefore the “chunks” that enable a designer to incorporate a whole unit of functionality; 

in much the same way that cognitive chunking (Miller, 1956) enables efficient clustering 

of complex information. Here the authors use the concept of a “chunk” as equivalent to a 

module, as proposed by the design decomposition work of Pimmler and Eppinger (1994). 
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Table 2: Comparing Modularity Tradeoffs  (+++ is best)  

Metric Less Modular More Modular 
Number of steps to combine More steps required +++ 

Difficulty threshold Increased initial difficulty +++ 

Error probability Increased chance of error +++ 

Component cost +++ More expensive 

Technical learning +++ Reduced technical learning 

Flexible functionality (ceiling) +++ Harder to modify 

  

5.3.2 Bandura’s Self-efficacy and the Confidence to Create 
 

Creating prototypes with technology can be difficult for a technical novice. A designer 

who lacks a technical background in electronics and sensors, for example, may be less 

confident in his or her ability to make working prototypes that include electronic 

components.  Bandura (1977) refers to the measure of a person’s confidence in his or her 

ability to achieve a task as self-efficacy.  This concept of self-efficacy is positively linked 

with creativity (Tierney et al., 2002). As experimentally explored in (Tierney & Farmer, 

2011), if a designer has high confidence in his or her capacity to do creative work, this 

appears to positively influence their ability to devise “new ways” to solve a task.   

For a prototyping task, we aim to understand how the qualities of a tool will 

encourage designers to feel confident in their ability to create. Prior work on the use of 

novice electronic prototyping toolkits found that using modular building blocks can be an 

effective way to encourage more fluid prototyping (Hartmann et al., 2006).  The premise 

of Hartmann’s work is that modularity hides some of the technical details and reduces the 

perceived and actual difficulty to play with an unknown component. However, to the 

authors’ knowledge there is limited prior data on the cognitive effects of modularity 

during creative prototyping, with the explicit goal of producing novel designs. 
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5.3.3 Cognitive Flow and Modularity 
 

Designers often describe a creative episode as a sustained burst of focused energy on the 

task at hand, where time fades into the background and one gets into the zone. The 

cognitive psychologist, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1992), describes this state as a flow 

state, and his work has shown that being in a state of flow is positively correlated with 

creative performance. His work describes the typical conditions required to trigger a flow 

state and found that flow is modulated by a balance between one’s perceived skill and the 

perceived difficultly of a task.  If a task is too challenging for a person’s current skill 

level, Csikszentmihalyi’s model predicts a state of anxiety. Similarly, if the challenge of a 

task is low and the perceived skill is high, the person may be in a state of low arousal or 

boredom. The flow state is characterized by a balance of challenge and skill, in a channel 

of flow, which is linked with higher task performance and creativity (Figure 5.4).  This 

model has been validated by many researchers whose work illustrates the positive 

relationship between flow and task performance (Engeser and Rheinberg, 2008). From 

Hartmann et al.’s work we see that modularity changes the prototyping experience by 

promoting components as “chunks” rather than as individual technical details. However, 

current research has yet to measure modularity’s role in inducing a flow state during a 

design activity. 
 

 

Figure 5.4 Flow as a balance between skills and challenge. (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992) 
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5.4 Related Studies 
 

In order to examine the effects of tool modularity on the creative design process, we 

needed a creative design task where we could manipulate modularity in a controlled way 

and measure design performance.  The methods we chose were modeled on two prior 

studies, one examining conformity in creative generation tasks (Marsh et al., 1996), and 

another by Kulkarni et al. (2014) that uses a crowd-sourced method to explore a creative 

prototyping task. 

 

5.4.1 Conformity in Creative Generation Design Tasks  
 

Marsh et al. (1996) illustrated that presenting design examples to participants prior to a 

generative design task influences one’s creative output. Participants were shown pre-

made examples of alien creatures and then asked to draw as many unique creatures as 

possible in a given period of time. The study found that showing design examples in 

advance increased the degree of conformance among design ideas. We draw inspiration 

from the study design Marsh et al. (1996), which demonstrates an experimental 

manipulation in order to measure changes on a creative prototyping task, to draw novel 

designs. Similarly, our research also focuses on creativity from the standpoint of 

producing novel designs, but in the electrical domain. 

 

5.4.2 Timing Effects on Creative Output: A Crowd-Sourced Design Task 
 

In building on the prior study, Kulkarni et al. (2014) examined how creative output is 

affected by the timing when design examples are shown to study participants. Their 

research found that early and repeated exposure to examples increased creative design 

performance, as measured by the number of uncommon and novel features created by 

study participants.  There was a correlation between exposure to examples and 

conformance, but this did not reduce the number of unique features incorporated into 

ideas.  Most notably, this study showed the feasibility of using a crowd sourced web-
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based platform to recruit participants (N=81) and collect a large number of prototype 

alien ideas using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. The use of a software environment to test 

creative prototyping is advantageous since it allows controlled modification of the 

environment.  

Our work builds on these two studies, in terms of “imagining alien creatures” as a 

creative prototyping task, but adapts the task to the creation of “electric alien circuit 

boards” with colored LED modules. To the authors’ knowledge, no prior work has 

specifically examined the combined effect of electronic tool modularity on subjective and 

objective performance measures, including degree of perceived creativity and self-

efficacy, cognitive flow, quantity of prototypes produced, and novelty.  

 

5.4.3 Measuring Creativity: Novelty is One of Many Possible Dimensions. 
 

As Boden (2001) highlights, creativity can be considered in multiple dimensions. 

Different types of creativity have been discussed, including the distinction between   

Transformational Creativity (transformation of a creative space), versus Exploratory 

Creativity (working within an existing creative space) (Boden, 2001). This work has been 

further formalized by Wiggins (2006), including the notion of Computational Creativity, 

which draws from the field of artificial intelligence as well as formal definitions of the 

conceptual space.  Further distinctions include the separation of the creative process from 

the creative product or result. While the two dimensions are linked, we focus primarily on 

how to measure the creative result. While some have integrated multiple dimensions into 

a single test for creativity (Torrance, 1966), the primary measure of creativity used in this 

study is a measure of the novelty of the creative result, due to its association with 

divergent thinking  (Guilford, 1967). Novelty is just one of many possible metrics of 

creativity as pointed out by Shah et al.’s (2003) work on metrics of ideation.  Novelty, 

and in particular unexpected novelty, has been shown to be an important metric in 

assessing creative results (Macedo & Cardoso, 2002). 
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5.5 Methods: Modularity Experiment with and without LED 
Polarity 

 

Our research aims to understand how modularity affects creative prototyping from both 

quantitative and qualitative perspectives. The key method throughout all experiments in 

this thesis is to observe novices in the act of prototyping with different tools. This study 

builds on the observational findings of Section 5.2, that found that LED polarity errors 

were a source of significant errors in a physical LED prototyping task. We have 

hypothesized that adding in modularity will be a general strategy to overcome such 

errors, and will influence creative prototyping measures. Here we present a controlled 

experiment involving the simulated placement of LEDs to examine how changing the 

modularity of an electronic tool effects the prototyping experience.  
  

5.5.1 Hypothesis  
 

The main goal of this work was to explore how modularity can influence metrics of 

creative prototyping as defined by novelty, quantity, self-efficacy, self-reported feelings 

of creativity, and cognitive flow, through an experimental design. For a controlled design 

task, we hypothesize that increasing the modularity of the prototyping tool: 

 

• [H1] Prototype Novelty: Increases the average novelty score for prototypes, 

as scored by a panel of condition-blind raters. 

• [H2] Quantity:  Increases the number of submitted prototypes, and number of 

LEDS incorporated in a given period of time. 

• [H3] Self Efficacy: Increases a designer’s perceived self-efficacy. 

• [H4] Creative Feeling: Increases a designer’s self-reported feeling of being in 

a creative state of mind.  

• [H5] Cognitive Flow: Increases a designer’s state of being in Cognitive Flow. 
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5.5.2 Study Task: Virtual Circuit Prototyping Tool 
 

To test these hypotheses, we provided a generative prototyping challenge to a broad 

group of participants, and varied the degree of tool modularity for each participant. Based 

on a modified version of the prototyping task by Kulkarni et al. (2014), we asked 

participants to create as many unique and novel electric alien creatures as possible in a 

10-minute period. We provided the following prompt, adapted from Marsh et al. (1996): 

 

“Imagine a planet like earth existing somewhere else in another universe. It is 

currently uninhabited. Your task is to design new creatures to inhabit the planet. The 

creatures in this world are very special, since they all are made up of tiny electric 

blocks.  With 10 minutes allotted, draw and describe as many new and different 

creatures of your own creative design as you are able. Duplications of creatures now 

extinct or living on the planet Earth are not permitted.” 

 

 
Figure 5.5 The alien circuit creator interface where participants could drag LEDs onto a 16x16 

grid. 
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We developed an HTML/Javascript based circuit creation tool that allowed 

participants to drag and drop colored LED’s or draw grey paint on a 16x16 circuit board 

(Figure 5.5). Users could submit as many prototypes as they wished in the time allotted, 

as well as provide a verbal description of each prototype. Participants were asked to 

physically arrange and describe each circuit board design, where each circuit would be a 

visual representation of a novel creature. Each participant was shown three example 

circuits and creature descriptions before starting the prototyping session (Figure 5.6). The 

LED components were presented as a possible design option to add “virtual” colored 

lights. Using this software representation of a circuit allowed us to manipulate features of 

the interface for three user groups. 

 

 
Figure 5.6 Example electric creatures shown to the participants. 

 

5.5.3 Participants and Groups 
 

We recruited (N=86) participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk with a compensation of 

$1.00 USD per participant (48 male, 38 female, average age 36 years). Users were 

filtered to include only fluent English speakers located in the United States. Participants 

were randomly assigned to one of three groups. The control group was able to freely 

place LEDs on the circuit board as encapsulated modules, without interruption.  When 
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participants from Groups A or B attempted to place an LED on their circuit, they were 

interrupted by a technical description of LED polarity, and asked to plug in wire leads in 

the correct orientation before they would appear on the circuit (Figure 5.5). Groups A and 

B have less modular interactions, as described in Section 5.3.1, since there is an 

additional choice that must be made before successfully adding each LED. Group B 

differed from Group A, in that they were presented with a randomized LED orientation 

and randomized plug orientation (Figure 5.7). 

 

 
Figure 5.7 Three Groups. Groups A and B were given a technical description of LEDs. 

Participants had to select the correct wire orientation for the placement of each LED. 

 

5.5.4 Novelty Metric 
 

Novelty is just one possible dimension of creativity, as discussed in Section 5.4.3. In this 

study we use novelty as one approximate measure of prototype creativity, although the 

authors acknowledge that there are many alternative dimensions that can influence 

judging an artifact as creative. The novelty of prototypes was measured according to a 

numerical novelty rating assigned by an external panel of three condition-blind raters. 

Each rater assigned a numerical score of novelty according to a 0 to 2 Likert-type scale 

for each prototype submitted by participants, based on the following scoring rubric:  
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(1) Novelty Score 0 = Prototype is an exact replica of an existing animal, or a 

previously shown example. 

(2) Novelty Score 1 = Prototype combines features of existing animals or the 

previously shown examples. 

(3) Novelty 2 = Creature has one or more unique features not seen in existing 

animals or the examples provided. May combine non-biological or electronic 

features in ways that were not common across participants.  

Raters were asked to consider both the visual and textual descriptions provided 

when determining a rating for each creature. The novelty score for each participant 

equaled the sum of the scores for each of their submitted prototypes. Finally an aggregate 

novelty score for each group was calculated by averaging across groups.  To check for 

consistency between raters we calculated the two-way random, average intra-class 

correlation coefficient (in R statistical software version 3.2.1, IRR package). 

 

5.5.5 Procedure 
 

Each participant engaged in four steps: (i) pre-survey, (ii) description of task and creature 

examples, (iii) 10 minute task, and (iv) post-survey. Before and after the task, participants 

were asked to rate their level of confidence in prototyping with electronics, and their 

current feeling of creativity on a 1-7 point Likert-type scale, with 7 being the highest. At 

the end of the study, cognitive flow was measured using the flow short scale survey (see 

Appendix C) developed and validated by previous studies on flow (Rheinberg et. al., 

2003). We logged usage statistics, such as the number of creatures created and the 

number of LEDs used per participant. For each group we computed the (Y1) average 

quantity of creatures created, (Y2) average number of LEDs used, (Y3) average change 

in creative feeling between pre-task and post-task surveys, (Y4) average change in 

perceived self-efficacy, (Y5) the average number of LED polarity errors from plugging 

LEDs in a reverse orientation, and (Y6) a group’s aggregate novelty score. Appendix D 

and E show the pre-post surveys used in this study. 
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5.6 Results 
All participants (N=86) attempted to create creatures, and the virtual circuit building 

exercise appeared to be an effective design task for generating diverse prototype ideas 

(Figure 5.8).  Qualitatively we found that the 16x16 grid was sufficient to express 

creative ideas and most participants provided colorful verbal descriptions. Statistically 

comparing the control group with each group (two-tailed t-test), we found the following 

results (Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13): 

• Prototype Novelty: Participants in Group B had a significantly lower average 

novelty score compared to the Control. (1.22 vs. 1.93, p<0.05) as rated by an 

external panel of condition-blind raters. The intra-class correlation among raters 

(two-way random, average) was 0.76 ( F(85,170) = 4.23 , p<0.001).   An intra-

class correlation over 0.75 indicates high consistency between raters (Cicchetti, 

1994). There was no statistical difference between the novelty scores for Group A 

and the Control (1.90 vs. 1.93, p>0.05). 

• Prototype Quantity: Participants in Group B made significantly fewer creatures 

than the Control. (2.42 vs. 3.47, p<0.05). Both Group A and B used fewer LEDs 

than the Control group (A=16.6, B=12.62 vs. Control=27.6, p<0.05).  There was 

no statistical difference between the prototype quantity of Group A and the 

Control (3.43 vs. 3.47 p>0.05).   

• Self-efficacy & Creative Feeling: Both the Control and Group A reported an 

increase in creative feeling and self-efficacy after the design task (+0.57 and 

+0.47, and +0.5 and +0.44, respectively). Group B reported a decrease in creative 

feeling and self-efficacy (-0.58, -0.37, on the 7-point Likert scale), and these 

changes were significantly different than the Control (p<0.05).  

• Cognitive Flow: Group A had an increased flow score compared to the Control 

(4.99 vs. 4.56, p < 0.05). There was no statistical difference between the flow 

scores of Group B and the Control.  

• Errors: On average Group A made significantly fewer LED polarity errors 

(attempting to plug in an LED backwards) compared with group B (4.8 vs. 10.6, p 

< 0.05).  The Control group had no polarity errors (in the most modular condition, 

LEDs were modules that could not be plugged in backwards by design). 
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Figure 5.8 A sample of creatures created by participants, illustrating the diversity of creatures. 

 

 
Figure 5.9 Comparing the average prototype novelty score across groups. 
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Figure 5.10 Example of creatures rated as highly novel (score = 2) in form or textual description. 
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Figure 5.11 Summary of prototype quantity, self-efficacy and creative feeling change across  

groups. 
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Figure 5.12 Comparing flow score of groups using the flow short scale.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.13 Average number of LED polarity errors (plugging an LED in backwards) by group. 
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5.7 Discussion  

5.7.1 Why Does Decreasing Modularity Impact Novelty? 
 

The results of this study show that by increasing modularity we can measurably improve 

the external creative result (novelty, and quantity of the prototypes) and internal cognitive 

states of the designer (self-efficacy, creative feeling and flow).  In contrast, exposing 

designers to a higher degree of technical detail while prototyping (e.g., requiring subjects 

to select the correct wire orientation for each LED) had a significantly negative effect on 

design performance, as evidenced by a decrease in prototype novelty scores, prototype 

quantity, self-efficacy, and creative feeling for participants in Group B. Three strong 

factors may be at play for a group that has to contend with the polarity of the LEDs:  

 

(1) Error Probability: The exploratory prototyping study with physical LEDs 

(Section 5.2) highlighted the presence of many possible failure modes, including 

plugging LEDs in backwards, which was similarly observed in the virtual circuit 

experiment. With lower modularity there is an increased chance of making a 

mistake by attempting to plug a component in the wrong way. This was confirmed 

by the higher error rates measured in Group B - the group with a randomized LED 

and plug orientation (Figure 5.13).  

In contrast, the control group had no errors of this kind, since it used LEDs 

with no polarity requirement. We infer from this finding that reducing the chance 

of errors frees a designer to focus on the task of creating novel prototypes. There 

may be cases in which exposure to an error-prone system has positive creative 

effects, by providing realistic constraints that the designer must work around. 

However, there is likely a threshold where a large increase in the chance of errors 

becomes a creative obstacle.  Continuously making errors is likely to negatively 

influence a technical novice’s self-efficacy in his or her prototyping ability, as 

well creative performance on the design task.   

 

(2) Micro-interruptions & Cognitive Load: The two non-modular groups were 

repeatedly exposed to a description of LED polarity, and had to orient LED 
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components correctly. This repeated exposure to technical interruptions while 

prototyping represents an additional cognitive load, which can detract from the 

central task of creating novel prototypes.  

The individual action of orienting an LED is a small cognitive task with 

only one degree of freedom (only two possible orientations), but since this task 

must be carried out for every additional LED, there may be cumulative negative 

effects on overall performance. This is reflected in the reduced flow score of 

Group B, as well as the reductions in the number of prototypes.   Modularity 

reduces the cognitive load of these “micro-interruptions” by hiding the technical 

details, and this gives more cognitive bandwidth towards producing novel 

designs. 

 

(3) Micro-Task Time: The act of wiring individual LEDs diverted time away from 

the central task of creating novel designs. This is the additional time needed to 

carry out the sensory-motor “micro-task” of wiring, which is distinct from the 

previously discussed cognitive load and error probability factors. The cumulative 

effects of having to wire LEDs in a particular may be reflected in the significantly 

reduced quantity of ideas submitted, and number of LEDs used by Group B. 

We generally expect that groups with fewer micro-task diversions tend to 

produce more prototypes, and as discussed by Dow et al. (2010), the quantity of 

prototypes may be linked with the quality of the end result. Increasing modularity 

can reduce the amount of time spent on technical micro-tasks, thus enabling more 

time to explore alternative novel designs.  

 

5.7.2 Increases in Flow – and the Role of Selective Exposure  
 

One surprising result is the increase in cognitive flow measured in Group A (the group 

presented with a consistent wiring orientation for each LED) but not seen in the Control 

Group or Group B.  Recall that both Groups A and B had LED polarity in their 

prototyping interface, and therefore had more error prone interactions. Group B however, 

had a more difficult task since LED orientation was randomized each time they attempted 
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to add a new LED. By definition flow is characterized by a “balance” between perceived 

difficulty and ability (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992). If the task is very difficult, as with group 

B, then we would expect lower flow scores. Conversely, the control group may have had 

a task that was not challenging enough, since they had only LED modules without 

polarity, and did not have the exposure to extra technical details. In order to induce a state 

of flow it appears that there was a more optimal balance of difficulty that was achieved in 

Group A.   

Similar studies, such as Engeser & Rheinberg (2008) have shown this quadratic 

effect of task-difficulty on flow.  The results of this study suggest that some level of 

technical exposure may have a positive benefit on cognitive flow, which may be related 

to changes in the perceived difficultly of the task. Selectively exposing some details (e.g. 

the general idea that LEDs have polarity) may have a priming effect, and can reinforce 

the perception that a system is complex, without significantly increasing the actual 

difficultly of the task (Group A). This idea of selective exposure to technical details 

(Blikstein, 2013), and determining the balance of how this exposure might change over 

time, is an interesting area for the future work in novice prototyping systems. 

 

5.8 Limitations 
 

The findings from this study underscore the importance of increasing the modularity of 

technology design tools to encourage playful prototyping and creative expression. The 

results showed that altering the physical qualities of modules had measurable effects on 

creative output. It is likely that altering other module physical attributes, such as the size 

of the modules, may have similar measurable effects on creative output. Future work is 

needed to explore how the various physical constraints of modules may influence creative 

prototyping. 

While this study shows promising results with a software simulation and crowd-

sourced participants, future work will focus on matched cohort testing with a blend of 

physical and virtual environments. The use of software simulation raises the question of 

“to what extent does the performance of virtual prototyping tasks translate into creative 
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outcomes in the physical environment?” This study explored a constrained domain of the 

LED, a single electronic component with a common source of error in prototyping due to 

polarity. Expanded work can incorporate a wider range of component types, as well as 

increasing the complexity of the design task. Finally, we aim to evaluate how modularity 

impacts further objective measures (i.e. accuracy, and functionality) associated with the 

designs produced. 

 

5.9 Conclusion 
 

This research highlights some of the challenges in combining technology with creative 

prototyping. An exploratory study (N=68) with technical novices and blinking LEDs 

showed that typical non-modular electronic tools have many possible failure modes. 

Modularity can decrease the probability of making errors and increase the probability of 

implementing multiple ideas. We present a creative prototyping experiment with (N=86) 

crowd-sourced participants, for a virtual LED circuit task. The study tested the hypothesis 

that modules can reduce the difficulty of prototyping by hiding technical details into 

cognitive chunks. The findings demonstrate that modularity has creative benefits on 

prototyping tasks. Specifically, the results show that increasing the modularity of design 

tools resulted in increased prototype novelty ratings, prototype quantity, and a significant 

increase in the designers’ feelings of creativity, self-efficacy and cognitive flow. This 

study lays the groundwork for an understanding of how modular tools may amplify 

creative prototyping. 
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6 THE BLOCTOPUS SYSTEM 
ARCHITECTURE: A Novice Modular Sensor 
System for Playful Prototyping 

 

 

How might we design new novice toolkits for Creative Computing? The preceding 

chapters have explored how accessibility, mutability and modularity are three key factors 

for electronics prototyping. Our goal in this chapter is to introduce a system, Bloctopus, 

which tangibly combines the three factors of Creative Computing framework into one 

novice prototyping system. 

Tangible prototyping enables designers to rapidly iterate design concepts, gather 

feedback, and learn quickly from mistakes. However, when a higher level of functionality 

is needed with sensors, novices struggle with technical implementation. Existing novice 

electronics toolkits, such as Arduino, have lowered the threshold to electronic 

experimentation, but still require manual creation of circuits and software programming 

ability. We present Bloctopus, a modular electronic prototyping toolkit that allows direct 

electrical interfacing over USB, and physical interfacing with LEGO blocks. We present 

the stand-alone sensor model, where each module can directly interface with either a 

computer or microcontroller, using musical message passing over MIDI. We show that 

the modules can be programmed with a simplified data flow model in a web-based visual 

programming interface. Finally, we present a collection of example prototypes built with 

Bloctopus, which demonstrate how low-resolution prototyping materials, such as paper 

and LEGO, can be combined with functional electronic modules*. 

 

  

                                                
* Portions of this chapter were originally published by the author in (Sadler, Durfee, Shluzas & 
Blikstein, 2015). 
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6.1 Introduction 
 

It is challenging for technical novices to create functional electronic prototypes. A high-

school student attempting to prototype a hand-held temperature sensor, a wearable 

pedometer, or a musical input controller, can benefit from a tangible mock-up of the idea. 

By adding electronic sensors and actuators to these prototypes, we can further enrich the 

interaction design process and provide tangible feedback around critical design features 

(Hartmann et. al., 2006). However, (i) making circuits, and (ii) programming, can be 

significant barriers during prototyping.  

Existing electronics toolkits for novices tend to present either a simplified 

abstraction, such as LEGO Mindstorms (The Lego Group, 2016), or require some 

combination of circuit building with textual programming, such as with Arduino (Mellis 

et. al., 2007). A recent trend in this field has been the development of toolkits that inhabit 

the space in between those extremes (Blikstein, 2013). This research explores this space, 

and attempts to find a way to bridge this gap between simple electronic ideas, and 

creating a working prototype. The goal of our research is to better understand how we can 

enable novices to create electronic prototypes with improved design toolkits. We present 

here the Bloctopus system, a modular electronics prototyping toolkit that builds on the 

lessons learned from prior novice toolkits, and focuses on presenting a path to transition 

from novice to expert. 

 

6.1.1 Three Guiding Insights 
 

In conducting this research we interviewed experts in the areas of design, prototyping, 

education, and embedded systems, to get a better sense for what was lacking in current 

electronics prototyping tools, and also examined the guiding principles behind existing 

research on toolkits (Hartmann et. al., 2006; Mellis et. al., 2007; Blikstein, 2013; Bdeir, 

2009; Greenberg & Fitchet, 2001; Barragán, 2004, Millner & Edward, 2001; Schweikardt 

& Gross, 2006). We uncovered three important trends that heavily influenced our design 

decisions:  
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1. Most Ideas are Simple Interactions 

While a design may eventually become complex in implementation, a large number of 

electronic prototype ideas revolve around a set of simple interactions.  The core element 

of an idea may be commonly expressed as a simple mapping of a sensor’s events to 

control an output, e.g. “when the button is pressed, turn the light on.” The actual 

implementation of mapping an analog sensor to an output is relatively more complex, as 

it may require technical knowledge. Since these direct input-output interactions are 

common, we wish to have a system that reduces the implementation burden, freeing the 

designer to think about the interaction, rather than the implementation. The authors have 

found that exposing implementation details can significantly reduce prototyping output 

and creative confidence with electronics (Sadler, Shluzas et. al. 2016; Sadler, Shluzas et. 

al. 2015).  

 

 
Figure 6.1 Example of a simple interaction that may have a complex electronic implementation. 

 

2. Feedback First 

When holding a mysterious new sensor, a common first question to ask is “does it 

work?” and “what do the raw values look like?”  These are questions that both novices 

and experts wish to answer before integrating a component to the larger system.  Since 

initial sensor discovery and interrogation is a critical first step, we aim to make this 

feedback loop as immediate and direct as possible.  

 

 
Figure 6.2 Plug-and-play interaction. 
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3. Making Interfacing a One-Step Process 

Once a component is in hand, how do we connect this with other components and author 

some logical behavior?  Each toolkit presents some set of steps one must take before a 

component can be activated and interfaced with other components. If one has to connect 

many wires and add supporting circuitry before plugging in a sensor, this adds additional 

friction to the process of trying out new components. As much as possible, we wish to 

have a single fluid step for adding and removing components. For example, a plug-and-

play LED module is preferable to a raw LED component that must be plugged in a 

specific orientation. The author’s previous work has found that modular plug-and-play 

tools are critical for frictionless electronics prototyping (Sadler, Shluzas, et. al., 2016; 

Analytis et. al., 2015). 

 

6.1.2 Research Contributions 
 

This research presents the Bloctopus prototype system, a modular toolkit for novice 

electronic prototyping. Specifically, this work makes the following contributions to the 

fields of prototyping and novice electronics toolkits: 

1. Demonstrates the feasibility of a system with self-contained plug-and-play USB 

MIDI modules with direct interfacing with a computer or microcontroller. 

2. Demonstrates that programming devices is possible with a web-based visual 

programming model, that is executed live, and with hybrid visual-textual 

programming.  

3. Evaluates some of the modular tradeoffs on system performance 

4. Shows a prototyping case study illustrating that diverse prototypes are possible in 

a short time frame with this modular hardware model. 
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6.2 The Bloctopus System  
 

Recalling the guiding principles of simple mapping, feedback first and, direct one-step 

interfacing we created the Bloctopus system. The system combines (i) a plug-and-play 

module architecture with (ii) a musical instrument communication model and (iii) a 

visual software programming system. 

 

6.2.1 An Octoblock as a Stand-Alone USB Module 
A core concept is to have each module in the system be a directly pluggable USB device 

that appears as a standard MIDI device uniformly across PCs and mobile devices. 

Physically each module consists of a head that contains a sensor or actuator, a flexible 

neck, and a base. Hartmann et. al. (2006) showed that module form factor is a critical 

feature of a prototyping system and large monolithic modules limit the kinds of 

prototypes that can be made by the designer. As with modular systems, such as Phidgets 

and LEGO Mindstorms, there is a separation of the sensor/actuator from the main body. 

This reduces the physical area and volume in the critical region around the head so that 

modules can be attached more flexibly, and closer together on the target prototype.  

 
Figure 6.3 Octoblock smart USB-MIDI module that interfaces directly to a computer’s USB 

ports. 
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Figure 6.4 Octoblocks can plug into an optional USB hub for ease of interfacing directly with a 

computer. 

 
Figure 6.5 Multiple modules plug into an octopus-like form-factor. 

 

 The base contains the circuitry for USB connection inside of a 3D printed LEGO 

block form factor. The LEGO interface was chosen to give the system a playful feel, and 

to allow mechanical interfacing with the physical LEGO systems. Modules can then be 

connected directly to a computer over USB, or to a standalone microcontroller hub that 

has USB host functionality. In the current prototype the brain is a four-port USB hub with 

eyes added to suggest that the prototype is a living electrical organism. The components 

of a single module are shown in Figure 6.3.   
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6.2.2 Module-to-Module Communication with MIDI  
 

Module systems, such LEGO Mindstorms and d.tools, allow modules to be chained 

together on an electrical bus. A bus-based approach has the major advantage that modules 

are uniquely identifiable and chained together on a small set of predefined wires. This is 

in contrast with Arduino-based prototyping with a breadboard, where each component 

typically needs to be physically connected to distinct pins of a microcontroller, and 

manually identified via software pin mappings declared in code. However, for a bus-

based system there must be a predefined protocol for how the modules will communicate 

(e.g. four-wire I2C protocol) and this communication protocol may not be universally 

compatible with all devices.  We choose to use MIDI, a communication protocol for 

musical devices, as a standard method for modules to communicate. This has the 

following advantages:  

1. Universal Support: MIDI devices are supported on a wide range of devices. 

MIDI has existed for decades (since the 1980’s) and most computers already 

come with preinstalled drivers. Even resource-constrained devices such as tablets, 

e.g. Apple’s iPad tablet, support MIDI devices directly. 

2. Designed for Interactivity: Having been designed as a way for musicians to 

interface their electronic instruments with each other, MIDI is a good choice for a 

low-latency way to transport human input, such as key presses, into MIDI 

compatible software. 

3. Many Software Interface Options: Software that supports MIDI is a good 

candidate for directly interfacing with sensors. Visual programming 

environments, such and PureData, were designed specifically for musical 

interfacing, and have been shown as effective rapid prototyping environments 

(Berdahl & Ju, 2011). By having many interface options, it becomes more 

probable that the prototyper will find a way to access sensor values and create 

new interactions. For example, Bloctopus modules will generate audible feedback 

in music software that may be preinstalled on the users operating system, such as 

Apple’s Garageband.  In general, the authors note that music authoring software 

often encourages flexible mapping to hardware controllers. 
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6.2.3 Electrical Design: A Minimal USB Module 
 

The head of an Octoblock module contains an off-the-self “dumb” module, already 

mounted on a PCB with supporting circuitry. These modules are “dumb” in the sense that 

they contain only the minimum circuitry necessary to function, but do not contain 

hardware necessary to automatically identify presence or communicate over an electrical 

bus. The current Bloctopus prototype uses the Seeed Studio Grove Modules as a 

collection of simple barebones modules that are ready to connect to a microcontroller 

over 4 wires (signal1, signal2, power, ground). The electrical design of the USB base 

circuit uses a modified USB logging circuit AVR-Stick (DEV-09147) made by Sparkfun 

Electronics.  This circuit exposes a male USB edge connector so that the user can directly 

plug in the device to a standard USB port without needing an extra cable. A schematic of 

the USB circuit is shown in Figure 8. It is notable that very few components are needed 

to recreate this schematic. When using the Attiny85’s internal 16.5MHz oscillator the 

required components are only the microcontroller and a few discrete components.  

 

 
Figure 6.6 Electrical schematic of a USB circuit that forms the base of a module (AVR-Stick 

Sparkfun Dev-09147). 
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The total cost of the USB system can be below $2, including the PCB fabrication 

in 1000 unit volumes.  The lowering costs of such USB compatible components makes 

incorporation of full USB compliant hardware into each sensor-actuator module an 

increasingly feasible solution for cost effective plug-and-play modules. 

The firmware of the AVR-stick is replaced with a custom combination of two core 

Bloctopus system features:  

• Virtual USB:  A software implementation of a class compliant USB device with 

an Atmel Attiny85 microcontroller running using V-USB by Objective 

Development (2016).  This allows relatively inexpensive microcontrollers, such 

as Atmel’s Attiny85, to add USB functionality to every Bloctopus module.  

• Bootloader: A small 2KB bootloader (Micronucleus v1.11) (2016) runs on 

startup, and allows new programs to be loaded over USB. Systems such as 

Arduino showed that a bootloader is a critical feature for novice toolkits, since 

they allow users to load new code into the microcontroller without special 

hardware or a proprietary compiler.  As the prototyper transitions from a novice to 

an expert, this feature enables new functionality to be added to each module. 

 

 
Figure 6.7 Simple input-to-output visual model. 

 

6.2.4 Web-Based Visual Programming  
 

In order to give the prototyper a fast way to (i) query the module state (ii) make simple 

input to output mappings. We implemented a proof of concept web-based programming 

tool in HTML/Javascript. By combining a plugin for MIDI support (Jazz Plugin, Java 
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Applet) with standard web technologies, the Bloctopus system can be visualized in a 

lightweight manner without requiring the user to download and install a new 

programming environment. Hardware elements are represented visually as a nodes on the 

screen.  

Every node falls into one of 2 types (i) inputs and (ii) outputs, corresponding to 

sensors and actuators/emitters respectively. The domain of each node is either discrete 

(e.g. buttons are either on or off), or continuous (e.g. knobs have a range of values).  

When hardware is plugged in over USB, the browser automatically detects the presence 

of  an octoblock as a MIDI device, and displays the node on the screen. The state of each 

module is continuously synchronized over USB, and visually updated as MIDI events are 

generated. To connect two modules, we use a data flow model with output sources on the 

bottom of a node, or inputs sinks at the top node.  For example, programmatically 

connecting a button to a buzzer is achieved by wiring the button-output to the buzzer-

input. Any MIDI messages are then routed between connected nodes.. All blocks output a 

single value from 0-100 to any connected blocks downstream. A web-based approach to 

prototyping is distinct from prior systems, like d.Tools or Phidgets, since Bloctopus 

programming does not require any prior experience with existing developer tools, but 

gives an avenue for textual programing over time. By using the browser, novices can 

eventually transition from simple input-output wiring, to textual programming, using an 

interpreted programming language such as Javascript. More complex control flow 

structures and arbitrary data transformations are possible using special code-block 

textboxes that evaluate standard Javascript input. 
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Figure 6.8 Web interface with visualization and programming behavior by connecting nodes. 

 
Figure 6.9 A close-up view of a code-textbox allowing data transformation the output of any 

connected blocks. 

 

When components are connected to a code-block, input arguments are 

automatically created inside the block, and code is visually updated in real-time with each 

new sensor event. By using a standard language like Javascript, the prototyper can be 

gradually exposed to common textual programming elements such as variables, 

conditional statements, and loops. A full analysis of the textual programming features, 
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are outside of the scope of this paper, since the authors focus here on the initial novice 

experience before any textual programming. In the next section we show that this simple 

input-output mapping is sufficient to produce a range of functional electronic devices. 

 

6.3 Example Bloctopus Prototypes 
 

Because the purpose of the system is to enable novice rapid prototyping, the ultimate test 

lies in robust user studies that are presented in Chapter 7. Here we present a case study of 

a variety of devices prototyped with the system to give a sense of what is possible. 

Secondly we look at the quantitative performance of the system in response to user input. 

 

Using the Bloctopus System with a collection of LEGO bricks we prototyped 

three different device ideas in under 30 minutes to test the expressiveness of the system.  

(1) Fever detector: “A hand-held temperature probe that detects if your temperature 

is at a dangerous level and then buzzes if your temperature is too high.” 

(2) DJ  Controller:  “A musical controller that plays songs and speeds up the music 

with higher levels of ambient light.”  

(3) Ergonomic Wrist Warning System: “Buzzes when my wrist is at a bad angle 

while typing.” 
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Figure 6.10 Example hand-held and wearable prototypes made with the Bloctopus system. 

 
Figure 6.11 Example DJ-controller prototype made with the Bloctopus system. 

 

A photo of each prototype is shown in Figures Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. We found 

that the hardware was flexible enough to try out diverse forms, and that making basic 

functional mappings was sufficient in the web-based programming tool. By using low-

resolution materials such as LEGOs, it was possible to express many alternative physical 

forms. When combined with the electrical blocks, the modular affordance of swapping 

out different components sparked new ideas. For example, the music controller initially 

was just a button and a slider for fading between songs, with the MIDI controls mapped 

natively in a DJ software (Djay, by Algoriddim).  
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By trying different combinations of devices over USB, we were able to try multiple 

alternative interactions such as tilting, blowing on the device, and using gestures to 

control volume. While making the wrist flex sensor, we initially mounted the tilt sensor 

to measure wrist motions in pronation and supination, but later reasoned that is was more 

important to measure flexion and extension to better prevent repetitive strain injury. 

Because each sensor was mounted on a LEGO base, it was possible to rotate through 

various sensor positions in order to find a more effective orientation. Swapping out a 

buzzer for a vibration motor took a few seconds and allowed us, as the designers, to focus 

on the high-level interaction (e.g. “how should we give feedback on wrist position?”), 

rather than on the technical details. 

 

6.3.1 Goniometer Prototype: Advanced Bloctopus Example 
 

We opened this dissertation (Section 1.1) with an example Smart Goniometer challenge: 

“In 60 minutes can a novice build a wearable medical device that gives feedback about 

joint angle?” Here we demonstrate building a Smart Goniometer with the Bloctopus 

system with two important techniques: (i) integrating low-resolution materials, such as 

paper into the physical design (ii) the use of a microcomputer to embed the device into a 

smaller form factor, that can be worn on the body. The challenge is as follows: 

“Imagine for a moment that you are a junior physiotherapist with an idea for a smart 

medical device that will help patients automatically track their recovery after a joint 

injury, with a wireless range-of-motion logger. Let us call this idea a “Smart 

Goniometer”.  In additional to the physical design of a wearable form factor, you need 

some way to sense the angle of the joint, and then give feedback to the user (e.g. sound) if 

the joint angle goes over some safety threshold”  - Smart Goniometer Challenge 

Figure 6.12 shows the initial steps of constructing the Goniometer prototype from 

cardboard, with an embedded Bloctopus sensor worn on the elbow.  Initially, the user 

cuts out a cardboard scaffold to fit the size of the patient (A, Figure 6.12) and fixes an 

angle sensor in an appropriate location with hot glue (B, Figure 6.12). The prototype is 

fixed to the body using adjustable athletic elastic bands (C, Figure 6.12).    
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Figure 6.12 Using mutable materials (A) with Bloctopus modules (B) & wearable mounting (C). 

Once the physical form is created (after 10mins), the user plugs in two Bloctopus USB 

modules (an angle sensor, and buzzer module) into an attached computer running the web 

interface. Both modules automatically show up on the screen as nodes, showing the 

current state of the angle sensor (e.g. 46°) and buzzer output (e.g. “ON”). 

 
Figure 6.13 Programming the sensor interactions of the Goniometer with the Bloctopus interface. 
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In order to make the prototype “smart” we would like to program a conditional 

interaction between the angle sensor and the buzzer so that “if the angle is over 45°, then 

the buzzer turns ON”.  The user then creates a code block by doubling clicking in the web 

interface, and connects virtual wires between the nodes using the mouse (Figure 6.13). 

The user then creates a conditional interaction between the angle sensor and buzzer by 

typing textual code into the code-block in standard Javascript syntax e.g. if (Angle > 

45) {Buzzer = 100}.  Note that the variables, Angle and Buzzer, are automatically 

generated by the interface to match the name of the module.  The program is running in a 

live loop, so there is no need to compile the program, and the system behavior changes 

immediately after the user enters the code. Now, when the user moves their elbow to a 

46° angle, the interface visually updates and the buzzer physically turns on (Figure 6.13). 

Finally, we can make the prototype wearable by instead connecting to a wireless 

microcomputer (e.g. Intel Edison). Figure 6.14 shows the microcomputer Bloctopus, 

which fits a computer, battery, and USB hub into a card-sized container. The Edison is 

running the same web software as the laptop, so no changes are need to the prototype. We 

now have a functioning and wearable, smart goniometer after 5 minutes of programming. 

 
Figure 6.14 Connecting Bloctopus to a wireless microcomputer hub (Intel Edison). 
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6.3.2 Time Lag & System Overhead  
 

By using USB for each module we introduce some extra overhead compared with the 

method of direct wiring to a microcontroller.  The user experience is impacted since there 

is (i) a time delay introduced from module to module communication, and (ii) possible 

robustness issues due to lost messages.  Using an oscilloscope we measured the round 

trip time from a user input (button press) to an output response (LED turning on).  

Additionally we measured the time lag between events when up to four buttons are 

pressed simultaneously by connecting each module to a single shared button. The results 

are as follows: 

• We found that the average round trip time between a single input connected to an 

output was 13.3 ms (σ = 2.64, N = 12). This means then the time between when a 

user presses a button on one module, and then sees a response on a second 

module, is within the typical limits of human perceptible lag (Card et. al., 1991). 

• With N = 88 simultaneous button presses, 100% of the events were generated and 

received by the computer. No messages were lost. 

• In the case of four simultaneous button presses, the one-way arrival times of each 

event were staggered by an average of 6.27 ms (σ = 1.2, N =88). 

The above measurements suggest that the overhead of using USB MIDI modules in an 

interactive prototyping system is within the limits of human perceptible lag, and event 

transmission and detection is robust with many simultaneous inputs.  

 
Figure 6.15 Event recognition lag between 4 simultaneous button presses over repeated trials. 
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6.4 Conclusions 
We present Bloctopus, a novice electronics prototyping system that allows modular 

prototyping with sensors, actuators, and LEGO blocks. We show a novel sensor model 

that treats each sensor as a self-contained MIDI device that can be directly connected to a 

computer, or microcomputer, over standard USB connectors. By using affordable off-the-

self modules, without the need for soldering, the toolkit remains accessible novices.  We 

show how Bloctopus handles a tradeoff between modularity and mutability, by focusing 

on highly modifiable software, in contrast with high modularity with electronic blocks. 

By using a hybrid visual-textual programming environment, novices can initially create 

simple functioning devices, and add more complexity over time through textual 

programming. We found that a simple visual programming model can cover a wide range 

of prototype ideas, and more complex systems, such as the wearable smart goniometer, 

are possible in one-hour prototyping timeframes. The toolkit showcases how 

accessibility, mutability and modularity can be combines into a playful prototyping 

toolkit for Creative Computing.  
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7 EVALUATION STUDY OF BLOCTOPUS 
WITH TINY DEVICE TEST 

 
 
 
Can technical novices make smart devices? Affordable sensors, actuators and novice 

microcomputer toolkits are the building blocks of Creative Computing, but there is little 

research into the usability evaluation of these toolkits.  In this chapter, we discuss the 

need for systematically evaluating the usability of novice toolkits, and propose methods 

to test toolkit usability.  Specifically, the chapter presents the Tiny Device Test, a method 

for evaluating the usability of novice electronics toolkits. Using a standard set of building 

challenges based on common household electronics, we discuss methods for evaluating 

the Bloctopus toolkit, which was designed for novice electronics prototyping with low-

resolution materials.  In a (N=40) user study, we demonstrate the ability to systematically 

measure the prototyping experience across a number of metrics, including task 

performance, and changes in self-efficacy. We demonstrate that novices who had never 

created circuits or programmed, were (i) able to create smart devices and (ii) had 

significant boosts in creative confidence in the one-hour design challenge. This work 

aims to contribute to the idea of “making simple things simple, and complex things 

possible,” with prototyping toolkits of the future*. 

  

                                                
* Portions of this chapter were originally published by the author in (Sadler, Shluzas, 
Blikstein & Srivastava, in press). 
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7.1 Introduction 
 

To address some of the challenges with prototyping electronics, a wide variety of 

electronic toolkits have emerged over the last 30 years (See Chapter 2). These toolkits 

range in their intended audience from children, artists, hobbyists, engineers and 

designers.  They include (i) toy electronic construction sets, such as Lego Mindstorm’s 

programmable bricks, (ii) microcontroller platforms, such as the Arduino (Mellis, et. al., 

2007) “breakout” boards, (iii) modular block-based construction sets such as littleBits 

(Bdeir, 2009), and (iv) affordable microcomputers such as the Raspberry Pi (Upton, 

2012).  Despite the variety of approaches, there have been few attempts to develop a 

systematic way to evaluate toolkit usability (Blikstein, 2015). Platforms, such as Arduino, 

claim to be novice-friendly, but in practice can be intimidating for many novices without 

any electronics or programming experience.  In a benchmark Arduino study, (N=68) high 

school students were asked to make an LED blink in 10 minutes, but 47% of participants 

had an error that required expert intervention (Sadler, 2015). The Raspberry Pi, which 

was originally designed for use in schools, has sold over 7 million units over the last 5 

years, but the majority of users are technical, rather than children (Cellan-Jones, 2015). 

Are the popular toolkits of today truly meeting the needs of the average novice?  

 

7.2 Strategies for Testing Electronic Toolkit Usability  
 

How do we develop a general method to test the usability of novice toolkits? It is difficult 

to predict exactly what device a novice will attempt to build, given the open-ended and 

ambiguous nature of design. However, smart devices are built out of a common set of 

building blocks: sensors, actuators and processors (Sadler, 2016). Prototypes are 

therefore distinguished by the unique way that these building blocks are combined and 

coordinated towards solving a problem. Turning on and off an output (e.g. LED), reading 

discrete and continuous sensor voltages (e.g. motion sensor), and linking actions to 

conditional reactions (e.g. “if-this-then-that”), are generalized actions. If we can break 

down electronics prototyping into a set of common tasks, we can then begin to dissect 
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usability at a task level.  This focus, on “simple tasks first,” reflects lessons learned from 

analysis of task complexity in the field of User Centered Design (Norman, 1986). 

Innovative ideas begin from simple prototypes, and complex prototypes are created in 

tiny steps. 

 

We suggest the following strategies in developing a usability test for a given novice 

electronics toolkit: 

1. Define the domain.  Toolkits may be designed for general-purpose electronics 

prototyping, or may be specialized towards certain types of domains such as 

hand-held devices, robotic vehicles, medical devices or wearable sensing.  The 

domains should be matched if comparing toolkits. 

2. Set a floor & ceiling of complexity, in a fixed timeframe.   What is the most 

complex device that we expect a novice to be able to build with the system in an 

hour? Conversely, what is the simplest possible device? In the spirit of rough 

prototyping we recommend a fixed 1-hour time limit. 

3. Define a scaffolded set of simple devices. Create a set of devices, with 

increasing complexity, that reflect the functionality floor and ceiling. For 

example: starting with “make a flashlight”, and ending with a device with 

multiple inputs and outputs linked by logic. Making the same set of devices across 

different toolkits can be used as a benchmark comparison. 

4. Observe novices building the set of devices. Can novices build all the devices in 

the set timeframe?  Measuring task-performance, direct qualitative observation, 

and surveying pre-post cognitive changes such as self-efficacy change, are all 

critical measures (Sadler & Shluzas et. al., 2015). 

5. Provide an open-ended design challenge. In addition to a fixed set of tasks, 

providing an open challenge reveals how novices will play with the toolkit in 

free-form, and under more realistic design conditions. 

6. Have experts use the system. If experts have difficultly completing the same 

tasks in time limit, this may be a strong signal of usability weaknesses.  
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The guidelines presented above were developed with the observation that popular 

toolkits, such as Arduino, often require more time, tools and knowledge, than can be 

compressed into a one-hour time prototyping frame with true beginners.  Novices may 

indeed have more time than one hour to learn the technical intricacies of a system; but if 

there are large usability gaps, such as high error rates on elementary blinking LED tasks, 

these may reflect frequent barriers to the creative flow (Sadler & Shluzas et. al., 2015).  

The development of a usability benchmark is one way to (i) ensure a minimum level of 

novice task performance and (ii) highlight differences between toolkits. 

 

7.3 The Tiny Device Test 
 

How can we systematically evaluate an electronics toolkit for usability?  Using the 

evaluations guidelines presented previously, we focus on the domain of smart device 

smart device prototyping at the scale of hand-held devices.  The intended users of the 

toolkit are novices with no programming or electronics experience. Our goal was, in a 

one-hour time frame, for novices to be able to: 

 

I. Individually connect and read input/sensors, and control output/actuators. 

II. Combine multiple sensors, actuators and logic into interactive devices. 

III. Apply this to an open-ended design challenge without expert intervention. 

 

The “Smart Goniometer” challenge, previously introduced, is an example of a typical 

device we would like novices to be able to prototype in a one-hour session. Following the 

engineering guidelines previously developed in the Stanford Paper Robot activity 

(Analytis et. al., 2015), our functionality ceiling is: that novices should able to combine 2 

or more sensors (e.g. angle sensor, button), with 2 or more outputs (e.g. sound buzzer, 

light), with conditional logic between sensors and outputs.  There are two sections to the 

test (i) a set of 8 common household devices in increasing complexity (ii) an open-ended 

design challenge.  
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7.3.1 Design Objectives 
 

The building tasks are scaffolded by difficulty, with each linked with a critical learning 

objective as follows (Figure 7.1): 

 

1. Selecting Inputs/outputs: a discrete input can be mapped to an output. 

2. Arbitrary mapping: any inputs can be mapped to outputs. 

3. Conditional logic: actions can be triggered based on conditions. 

4. Multiple inputs, outputs: multiple combinations can be connected. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.1 Task scaffolding of the Tiny Device Test 

 

We determined that the learning objectives in (Figure 7.1) represent a minimum set of 

knowledge needed for a novice to create a smart device, such as the smart goniometer. 

Device challenges may be substituted for other devices that achieve the same learning 

objective. We use common household devices to give the novice practice in combining 

components of the toolkit, with familiar interactions (Figure 7.2).  
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7.3.2 Challenge Structure 
 

The eight challenges on the test are: 

1. “Make a doorbell” – when a button is pressed, turn a buzzer on. 

2. “Make a flashlight” – when a button is pressed, turn a light on. 

3. “Make a fan” – as the knob is turned, make the fan spin faster. 

4. “Make a moodlight” - as the knob is turned, make the light brighter 

5. “Make a thermostat” – If the temperature is over 70F turn on the heater. 

6. “Make a smart AC” – if the temperature is under 70F, turn on the fan. 

7. “Make a smart garage door” – When the button is pressed and there is no 

motion in the garage then turn on the door motor. 

8. “Make a burglar alarm” - When the room is dark, if there is any motion the 

room, then turn a buzzer on. 

 
Figure 7.2 An example tiny device challenge. 

Participants are given (i) the toolkit parts and assorted paper crafts, (ii) an initial prompt 

to set the creative mood, followed by (iii) the 8 household devices challenge, and (iv) 

finally an open-ended prototyping task. The opening prompt is, inspired Marsh et. al. 

(1996), introduces the challenge: 

“Imagine a planet like earth existing somewhere else in another universe. Alien creatures 

have just landed on this planet and live in simple shelters. The creatures in this world look 

much like earth flamingos and love electronic devices. Your task is to design new electronic 

devices to solve one of the alien’s electronic problems. To help you in this challenge you will 

first practice making some electronic devices that can be found in many homes on earth. 

After the practice session you will be asked to imagine and build possible creative ways to 

solve a design challenge for our alien friends.” 

With pre-post surveys, direct observation, and task completion measures, we can use the 

Tiny Device structure to evaluate a toolkit in a controlled study.   
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Figure 7.3 Example of “tiny devices” made of out cardboard. 
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7.4 Methods: Evaluating Bloctopus with a Tiny Device Test 
 

Here we present an example of how the Tiny Device method has been adapted for the 

usability evaluation of the Bloctopus Toolkit. The primary measures in this evaluation 

include:  

 

1. Task performance of the toolkit, which had two components: 

a. Task competition: percentage of working tiny devices created. 

b. Design ranking score: a measure of how closely novice’s choices mirror 

those of experts. 

2. Psychological Measures of: 

a. Self-efficacy change: the confidence in one’s ability to create electronic 

prototypes in the future. This was segmented by (i) electronics and (ii) 

programming self-efficacy. (1-7, Likert) 

b. Creative feeling change:  How well the novice self-describes him or 

herself as feeling in a creative state of mind. (1-7, Likert) 

 

 
Figure 7.4 Bloctopus evaluation study design. 
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7.4.1 Groups 
 

We recruited 3 groups to participate in the study with (N=40).  Both experts and novices 

were used in this study in order to compare differences. (N=20) participants were given 

the tiny device test with the physical components. Novices (N=13) were defined as 

anyone without formal experience in programming or electronics. Experts (N=7) were 

recruited from mechanical, electrical and computer science departments at Stanford 

University.  Novices were recruited from non-engineering departments. As a control 

group, (N=20) participants were recruited on Mechanical Turk, but without physically 

building components - the control group provided only written ideas. (Figure 7.4) 

 

7.4.2 Hypothesis   
 

The authors hypothesize that using the toolkit, in combination with the test: 

H1. Both novices and experts will create all working prototypes in under an hour. 

(100% task completion). 

H2. Novices will have greater increases in self-efficacy compared with experts and 

the control.  

H3. Novices will have design ranking scores similar to experts, compared with the 

control. 

 

These hypotheses and metrics build on previous studies that examine self-efficacy and 

task-performance as primary measures of usability (Sadler et. al. 2015; Analytis et. al., 

2015). The structure of the study follows the same pre and post survey instruments as 

Sadler & Shluzas et. al. (2015).  Appendix L and M show the pre-post surveys used in 

this study. 
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7.4.3 Open-ended Design Challenge 
 

As previously described, the first half of the test requires prototyping a standard set of 

eight common house devices (Appendix G). The second half of the test is meant to give 

novices an opportunity to exercise creative problem solving, while also trying to build 

working prototypes. Participants were given a prompt, as well as eight minutes of 

sketching time, before being asked to physically prototype their strongest idea (see 

Appendix H, I, J).  The challenge used for this study was an adaptation of an unsolved 

problem in the surgical field, where surgeons often lack ergonomic feedback during 

extended hours in the operating room, and may shift their weight to one leg for long time 

periods. We disguised the clinical design challenge as an alien creature, in order to 

increase the playfulness of the challenge (Figure 7.5). 

 
Figure 7.5 The open-ended design prompt based on surgeon fatigue problem. 

 

7.4.4 Exit Test: Design Ranking Score  
 

As a final metric we wanted to gain some insight into how similar novice choices were 

compared with those of experts. The assumption is that experts will tend to make stronger 

design choices than novices, and so comparing discrete design choices gives one measure 

of performance. Participants were given a fictitious prototype description of a smart shoe, 

“Create devices that can sense 
standing on one leg & give 
feedback to change position”

(The creatures from prompt)

“They get tired if they stand on 
one leg too long”
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with one sensor for detecting positions, and one output for giving feedback.  As an exit 

survey, participants were asked to rank order the three inputs and three outputs that 

would work best for the design challenge.  Unbeknown to the participants, some choices 

were deliberately included as poor design choices based on the prompt. For example, 

participants were explicitly told that the end-users operated in a noisy environment.  

Experts who are more familiar with the components are less likely to select the sound 

buzzer as a feedback output. Similarly using a light sensor to detect shoe position is less 

common with experts since they are aware of the fact that the method will not work well 

in all ambient lighting conditions (Figure 7.6). Using expert interviews to calibrate the 

design choices, we calculated a weighted rank sum of scores for each participants exit 

survey (See Appendix K).  

 

 
Figure 7.6 Rank ordering design choices with weighted scores. 

 

7.4.5 Analysis  
 

Task performance % was calculated by coding a binary completion score for each task. 

Participants were asked to demonstrate each prototype functioning according to the 

description (e.g. “when the button is pressed turn the LED on”). Partially complete 

prototypes were coded as incomplete. For the pre-post surveys, the differences between 

each group’s pre-post self-efficacy and self-reported creative feeling was calculated, and 

statistically analyzed for significance using one-way ANOVA.  Pairwise tests for 

significance between control group and novice and expert groups, were conducted with a 

two-tailed t-test.  
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7.5 Results 
 

The results of evaluating Bloctopus with Tiny Device Test were as follows: 

 

1. Novices had 100% task completion compared with 86% task completion with 

experts. 

2. Novices had larger changes in electronics self-efficacy programming self-

efficacy, and creative feeling with the control group, respectively (+1.92 vs. 

+0.05, p<0.05), (+1.46 vs. +0.05, p<0.05) (+1.54 vs. -0.38, p<0.05). 

3. Novices has significantly increased self-efficacy post-task. Neither experts nor 

control group had significant changes in electronics self-efficacy. (A in Figure 

7.7). 

4. Both experts and novices on average reported increases in creative feeling after 

the task, (+1.29, +1.54, p>0.05) respectively. The control group reported 

significant decreases in creative feeling (-0.38, p<0.05) (B in Figure 7.7). 

5. The control group had significantly lower design ranking scores than the expert 

group. F(2,38), p<0.05. There was no statistically significant difference between 

experts and novices design scores. (Figure 7.8) 

 

 
Figure 7.7 Psychological changes across groups. 
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Figure 7.8 Comparing design choice score. Novices made similar choices to experts. 

 

 
Figure 7.9 Example of a smart shoe prototype in the open-ended design session. 
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Figure 7.10 Example brainstorm sketch during the open-ended design session. 

 

 

 
Figure 7.11 First-person view of participant during the tiny device test (head-mounted GOPRO 

camera). 
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7.6 Discussion 
 
Why did experts have lower task performance than novices? 

All novices successfully built eight devices in one hour, as well prototyping a functioning 

device in the open-ended challenge. It is surprising that not all experts completed the 

tasks. The main reason for this can be seen in the increased complexity that experts 

attempt relative to novices.  In Figure 7.12 we see a typical comparison between the final 

devices of novices vs. experts. The node-based visualization of the Bloctopus software 

allowed us to record the complexity of each prototype as defined by the number of inputs, 

output and conditional blocks. In trying to create more complex devices, experts may 

push the limits of the system, and might overcomplicate their designs within the time 

constraints. One expert explained that they were “trying to run before learning to walk.”  

 

 
(a)          (b) 

Figure 7.12 The node based-view of the typical prototype. Experts attempted significantly more 
complex prototypes than novices. 

 

Boosting and breaking creative confidence  

The significant differences between novice and expert self-efficacy are a promising 

result.  Most importantly we see that, in one hour, it is possible to take a novice, who has 

never created a circuit or programmed, and have them leave with a greater sense of 

confidence to continue prototyping in the future. The results suggest that if the toolkit and 
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tasks are well matched for novices, then we can reliably boost confidence (see A in 

Figure 7.7). Whether these feelings of increased efficacy persist over the long term is 

unknown, and is of interest for future work.  

The other side of the coin can be seen in the in the loss of creative feeling in the 

control group. Recall, that the control group were given the same pre-post surveys but did 

not physically build any devices. Both expert and novices groups left the test with 

increased feelings of creativity, but the control group actually saw decreased feeling of 

creativity after the task (B in Figure 7.7). This suggests that that the tangible aspect of 

building is an essential creative ingredient. Qualitatively, the participant sketches during 

the intermediate brainstorming session often showed humorous elements. One participant 

envisioned a smart shoe that would launch the wearer into the sky with an attached motor 

(Figure 7.10). Overall, the self-reported boosts indicate that the Tiny Device Test, in 

combination with Bloctopus, was a positive and creative experience.    

 

Novices acting like experts 

As expected, experts had the highest design ranking scores, and the random control group 

had significantly lower scores than experts. However, the design ranking scores of 

novices were not significantly different than experts, suggesting that going the act of 

going through the exercise was sufficient to help novices make choices more similar 

experts.  We expect with sufficient time, novices can eventually grow into experts, and 

the differences will diminish. Moving forward, we aim to explore more ways to close this 

gap between novice and expert in a faster timeframe. 

  

From “Big O” to “Big U” (for usability) 

The Tiny Device Test is just one start at a proposed minimum usability benchmark. There 

were many limitations to a study of this kind, including: (i) the partial reliance on self-

reported measures, (ii) limited sample size, and (iii) a non-homogenous test group. The 

functionality ceiling in the test (a device with two inputs, two outputs, and conditional 

logic) is not representative of all prototypes. As creative computing tools become cheaper 

and more powerful, we expect that we will need to redefine our expectations of the 

functionality ceiling. However, as a tool to determine a minimum threshold, these simple 
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tasks may remain applicable over time.  Decades of programming languages have used 

the task to print “Hello World,” as a long-lasting first benchmark in comparing 

programming languages.  We hope that the Tiny Device Test encourages future designers 

of toolkits to apply the “Hello World” tests for electronics prototyping. 

In Computer Science, the idea of a rough benchmark for a comparison is familiar 

to algorithm designers. Donald Knuth popularized the idea of a standard “Big O” 

notation, where we can quickly evaluate the differences between different algorithms by 

isolating the largest limiting factor of an algorithm’s speed as the number of elements, n, 

grows (e.g. O(n), O(n2), O(n3) ) (Knuth, 1976). The beauty of Big O notation was that it 

gave algorithm designers a way to quickly evaluate the worst-case performance as 

complexity increases. We propose an analogy to electronics toolkit prototyping, where 

there is a defined task complexity spread over a number of small input tasks. Our goal 

here is not more powerful algorithms, but rather more powerful tools, and in fewer steps. 

Can we move into an era where we instead evaluate a Big U for usability? 
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7.7 Conclusions  
 

Our goal, as the designers of new prototyping tools, is to enable anyone to be able to 

prototype their ideas.  However the gulf of execution, between ideas and prototypes, 

depends on the usability of the tools.  There is little research into the evaluation of 

toolkits, and how usable they are for technical novices. To remedy this, we presented the 

design of the Tiny Device Test, a method to evaluate the usability of novice electronics 

toolkits. This evaluation method uses a standard set of building challenges based on 

common household electronics. Using this method we evaluated the usability of the 

Bloctopus toolkit, which was specifically designed for novice prototyping. In evaluating 

Bloctopus in a (N=40) user study, we demonstrated the ability to systematically measure 

the prototyping experience across a number of metrics including task performance, and 

changes in self-efficacy. We demonstrate that novices, who had never created circuits or 

programmed before, were able to create smart devices with at least two inputs, outputs, 

and conditional logic. In the process we found that we can significantly boost novice 

confidence to prototype electronics through a one-hour design exercise. We hope that this 

research contributes to the idea of “making simple things simple, and complex things 

possible,” with the prototyping toolkits of the future. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
This dissertation demonstrated that novices can create smart electronic prototypes and 

increase their self-efficacy, in one-hour time frames.  In the process, we showed how 

three Creative Computing ingredients: accessibility, mutability, and modularity, interact 

together, and influence the prototyping process.  The creation and evaluation of the 

Bloctopus toolkit showed how we can combine affordable components with, mutability 

in software, and modularity in hardware. The Bloctopus architecture supports novices 

through plug-and-play electronic modules, which integrate with a low-threshold 

programming environment. By combining elements of visual and textual programming, 

the interface allows modification as the novice grows in experience.  We showed how the 

architecture supported physical integration of paper crafts and LEGO blocks, into 

functional “tiny devices.” Finally, by creating a set of standardized building tasks, based 

on household electronic devices, we showed a method to evaluate toolkit usability 

through the Tiny Device Test.   

 The insights in creating Bloctopus and the Tiny Device Test, where grounded in 

observations from prototyping case studies where we found: the need for more accessible 

programming tools (in making a Smart Shoe), the opportunity to use cardboard as a 

creative catalyst (in making Paper Robots), and the importance of modularity in 

increasing usability (in making LEDs blink). By experimentally altering the modularity 

of a virtual circuit-building tool, we found that we can increase prototyping quantity, as 

well as increase novice’s psychological state of flow, self-efficacy, and creative feeling. 

This formed the methodological basis for measuring the prototyping experience in the 

Tiny Device Test.  In this chapter, we restate our research contributions and how they 

were achieved, and conclude by highlighting limitations and directions for future work. 
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8.1 Restatement of Contributions  
 

This thesis makes four key contributions: 

 

I. The Creative Computing Framework: which provides a deeper understanding of 

usability in electronic toolkits, through case studies of three factors: accessibility, 

mutability and, modularity. 

 

A review of existing toolkits (Chapter 2) showed that there is a gap in our 

understanding of the factors that influence toolkit usability. We explored usability, 

through three separate prototyping case studies of making a “Smart shoe” (Chapter 3), 

“Paper Robots” (Chapter 4) and “Blinking LEDs” (Chapter 5). These prototyping case 

studies add observational evidence for the need to increase usability in novice toolkits, 

and we found that accessibility (Mace, 1997), mutability (Edelman, 2011) and, 

modularity (Baldwin & Clarke, 2000) were key components. We proposed the Creative 

Computing framework as a way to synthesize these three usability factors into a 

combined concept, and to guide the design of new novice prototyping toolkits: such as 

Bloctopus (Chapter 6), and future toolkits in Human-Computer Interaction and Design. 

 

II. A Modularity Study: showing that increasing modularity is positively linked to 

prototype quantity, novelty and designer’s creative confidence. 

 

The user study presented in Chapter 5, is one of the first experimental attempts at 

understanding how modularity influences prototyping.   This study showcases ways to 

measure the prototyping experience beyond the physical artifact, and incorporates 

psychological measures such as flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992) and self-efficacy 

(Bandura, 1977).  This contributes an important insight for the designers of novice 

toolkits, i.e. how novices feel during prototyping is an important measure, in addition to 

what novices make. This study contributes a deeper understanding of the concept of 

modularity as it applies to prototyping, in reducing the chance of errors, and promoting 

quantity and novelty.   
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III. The Bloctopus System: an example of novel modular toolkit architecture with 

plug-and-play USB architecture, hybrid visual and textual programming, and 

integration with LEGO blocks and low-resolution paper prototyping. 

 

The Bloctopus system (Chapter 6) integrates the concepts of accessibility, 

mutability, and modularity, (from Chapters 2-5) through affordable components that are 

both modular, and possible to modify. In addition to contributing to the domains of User-

Centered Toolkit Design and Usability (Norman, 1986), Bloctopus makes technical 

contributions to the fields of Human-Computer Interaction and embedded computer 

systems by showcasing affordable ways to create smart modules that can self-identify, 

communicate over musical message passing (MIDI), and can be plugged-in over common 

USB ports. The main contribution of the toolkit is that it demonstrates integration of 

several usability techniques for novices in the physical, electrical and software domain, 

combined into a single architecture. In the physical domain, Bloctopus showcases the 

integration with low-resolution prototyping materials such as paper (see Paper Robot, 

Chapter 4) and LEGO blocks.  Electrically, the use of plug-and-play hardware modules 

builds on the findings of the modularity study (Chapter 5). In software, Bloctopus 

demonstrates an integrated programming environment that allows both textual and visual 

programming in an effort to overcome accessibility challenges we observed in Chapter 3. 

By focusing on mutability in software, but modularity in hardware, the toolkit overcomes 

some of the tradeoffs (See 2.4.1) with modular toolkits.   

 

IV. The Tiny Device Test: demonstrating a usability evaluation method that can be 

used to evaluate toolkits in a portable one-hour exercise. I show how the Tiny 

Device method has been used to evaluate the Bloctopus system with novices. 

 
The main methodological contribution of this work is in demonstrating how we 

can measure toolkit usability with the Tiny Device Test.  By providing a standard set of 

building challenges, we evaluated if novices were able to prototype a set of smart devices 

in a fixed time-period. The design of the Tiny Device Test is an important contribution to 

the field of novice prototyping toolkits, since there are many existing toolkits, but a 
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sparse understanding of toolkit usability (Blikstein, 2015).  With the Tiny Device Test we 

were able to validate the usability of the Bloctopus toolkit for a set of tasks, common to 

making smart devices. In designing the method, we developed guiding principles and a 

rationale for structuring the tasks so that novices are gradually exposed to four key ideas 

in building smart devices, i.e. (i) the difference between inputs and outputs, (ii) 

generalizing that inputs can be mapped to outputs to form interactions, (iii) using 

conditional logic between components, and (iv) generalizing that prototypes can be 

scaled up to multiple inputs and outputs arbitrarily.  In developing the Tiny Device Test, 

we demonstrate methods to measure the prototyping experience, including measures of 

task performance and psychological measures of self-efficacy. These measures build on 

the modularity user study of Chapter 5, and contribute to research at the intersection of 

usability testing and novice toolkits in Human-Computer Interaction.   

 

8.2 Limitations 
 
There are limitations to consider in this research, with regard to the tool developed and 

methodological testing approach. We demonstrated that novices can build smart devices 

with the Bloctopus toolkit, within a limited domain. We created the tool to be broadly 

applicable to different prototyping domains, but designing for the general case comes at a 

tradeoff with domain focus. There are types of prototypes that are not easy to prototype 

with the general Bloctopus system.  For example, small-form factor devices in the 

wearable electronics domain are difficult to prototype without miniaturized components 

and flexible circuit boards.  Our approach has been to focus first on toolkit usability, and 

authoring common input/output interactions, before specializing on the needs of a narrow 

domain.  Further work is needed to show how generalizable these findings are to other 

types of smart devices, with increasing complexity. 

While Bloctopus was designed only for novices, many novice toolkits attempt to 

satisfy both novices and technical experts. The creators of less modular systems, such as 

Arduino, cite the technical openness and flexibility of the platform as a feature in helping 

novices to learn how electronics work (Mellis et. al., 2007). Additionally, much of the 

existing research in novice toolkits has been in the field of education and children 
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(Blikstein, 2015).  This work is motivated by the need to help novices make prototypes, 

rather than to improve educational learning outcomes. Learning and making, and in 

particular “learning by doing,” are highly related concepts in this work. But more work is 

needed to understand the educational aspects of this research, especially with younger 

novices. 

One the unique aspects of this research, is the inclusion of psychological 

measures of how novices feel during prototyping.  Several studies in this work use 

psychological measures that depend on self-reported surveys, such as measuring flow and 

self-efficacy (Chapters 4, 5, 7).  These subjective measurements have been important 

indicators of usability and creativity during the tasks, but there are many alternative 

techniques for measuring the state of novices.  Biometric measurements, such as heart 

rate variability (HRV) and galvanic skin response, may be physiological indicators of 

stress and emotional state (von Borell, 2007).  In our studies we chose to focus first on 

measures that were simple to interpret, rather than take on the added complexity of 

physiological indicators. Further measures are possible to augment the techniques 

demonstrated here, with more objectivity.  

Design is a collaborative activity often involving multiple people solving 

problems over time. From a methodological perspective, our focus has been on the 

individual, rather than the team, and short interactions rather than extended ones. The 

task times of these studies have been on the order of one-hour time frames, rather than 

longer-term prototyping over several days, or months.  By focusing on shorter time-

scales, our aim was to examine what a single person can achieve in a single-session, as an 

initial benchmark.  Team dynamics can introduce many variables into the design process 

(Jung, 2011), which might confound our measures of the prototyping experience. As 

mentioned in (7.2) there has been little research on toolkit usability from an individual 

level, let alone a team level, so we consider this research as an initial step towards a more 

complete picture of the prototyping experience.  Further work is needed to explore if the 

effects found here, such as increases in self-efficacy, will persist over time. 
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8.3 Future Work 
 

We have proposed the Creative Computing Framework for electronics toolkits that 

combines accessibility, mutability, and modularity into the design of toolkits such as 

Bloctopus, and evaluation methods such as the Tiny Device Test. While these make 

important contributions, they are only an initial step towards more usable electronic 

toolkits. Here we propose six themes for future work:  

 

1. Domain expert co-creation: Technical novices who are expert in a domain  

Our working definition of novices has been individuals who lack technical knowledge in 

programming and electronics. However, some novices are experts in a domain, while still 

being a technical novice. Recall that Section (2.2) describes inventive nurses, who were 

prolific in their ideas for new syringe designs.  The design of Bloctopus and the Tiny 

Device Test focused on usability of the tools, rather than utility of the designs.  Future 

systems can focus on the utility aspect, in order to encourage novices to solve complex 

designs problems. The surgeon fatigue challenge, in the open-ended portion of the Tiny 

Device Test, is one example of an unsolved clinical problem that was grounded in clinical 

observation. Future work can further engage novice populations in specific high-utility 

domains such as medical device design. 

 

2. Younger novices prototyping electronics 

Novices are becoming highly capable electronic builders (recall the LEGO man sent to 

space by 12th graders in Figure 1.1).  We informally tested the Bloctopus toolkit at a local 

middle school with a group of 10 year olds, and found that young children were able to 

create working devices within the visual programming interface. While young children 

was not our initial focus, future work can explore how we might adapt the Bloctopus 

architecture to more educational settings.   Self-efficacy and building creative confidence 

is a major theme in this dissertation, and exploring how to effectively build electronics 

capacity with younger prototypers is an open research opportunity. 
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3. Finding a complexity ceiling:  Building a bridge to complexity 

Bloctopus focuses on creating simple interactions between electronics modules. Complex 

prototypes are possible through the visual-textual programming interface, but the limits 

of complexity are unknown without further study with more users, and more diverse 

domains. While Bloctopus demonstrates ways to overcome the tradeoffs between 

modularity and mutability (2.4.1), we do not know the complexity limits of this approach. 

One key idea comes from Blikstein’s (2015) idea of selective unveiling of the toolkit.  We 

can think of the toolkit as one that gradually reveals details as a novice gains experience.  

This highlights two key insights: (i) that novices can eventually transition to experts, and 

(ii) the same toolkit can dynamically morph its features over time.  The modular 

approach of Bloctopus intentionally keeps a high level of abstraction, but this level of 

abstraction can be opened up over time by encouraging novices to move from “black-

boxes” to “hack-boxes.” Can this be achieved with a single system, or will future novice 

toolkits represent a bridge of toolkits that novices cross in a trajectory? 

 

4. Hybridization: Extending hybrid programming models 

Bloctopus showcases novel combinations of existing strategies rather than inventing new 

strategies. We can see this in the programming environment that combines visual 

programming techniques from novice environments, with textural programming from 

professional environments. Therefore, an important contribution of Bloctopus is that it 

demonstrates a hybridization of approaches.  But, Bloctopus only represents a fraction of 

possible electronics programming methods described in Section 2.4.2. From  Figure 2.8 

we can see that there are many alternative approaches, which could be combined with 

novice toolkits, including example-based programming, tangible programming, and the 

use of natural language.  Finding more natural ways for novices to express the logic of a 

prototype is an ongoing challenge within HCI, and novice-programming in general.  
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5. Extending toolkit evaluation: Tiny Device Test across other toolkits 

We showed how the Tiny Device Test was applied to evaluate Bloctopus, but what about 

other existing toolkits?  One of the goals of the Tiny Device Test was to create a standard 

set of tasks to ensure that a toolkit enables a minimum benchmark of usability. However, 

the case studies on prototyping a smart shoe (Chapter 3) and blinking LEDs (Chapter 5) 

indicated that one-hour is too short a time frame for a complete technical novice to make 

working devices with the Arduino toolkit.  However, other emerging toolkits may be 

more appropriate for a direct comparison with Bloctopus. Extending the usability 

evaluation of other toolkits is essential for future work.  

 

6. Virtual Device Prototyping: Reducing cost through Computer-Aided Design  

The cost of computation has continuously decreased to the point now when novices can 

obtain a fully functioning computer for less than $30. We expect that physical “atoms” 

will always carry some cost, but increasing the focus on digital “bits” in software 

represent an opportunity for further reducing cost.  For example before the use of 

microcontrollers, it was common to prototype logic in hardware rather than software 

using combinations of logic blocks or discrete components.  With today’s toolkits such as 

Arduino, novices can author the logic of the device entirely in software, saving the 

expense of additional electrical components. We can further extend this trend by looking 

at the use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools that simulate the physical world 

before prototyping. As we saw in Chapter 3 on accessibility, getting physical access to 

parts can be a major barrier to prototyping.  The use of CAD, in designing mechanisms, 

or electrical circuits, is already commonplace with engineers, but there is an increasing 

opportunity to extended these systems into the novice domain.  In Chapter 5, we saw the 

use of a simulated circuit builder with LEDs in a prototyping study that mirrored later 

results in physical prototyping (Chapter 7). We can consider the Bloctopus programming 

environment as a rudimentary form of CAD, which simulates the connections between 

components in a visual way. Future work can build on this idea of virtual prototyping to 

increase novice accessibility to electronic prototyping tools. 
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8.4 Closing Remarks 
 

Can we enable novices to prototype smart devices?  In this dissertation I have argued that 

the future of Creative Computing depends on tools that are accessible to all, open to 

change, and are composed of combinable building blocks. Accessibility, mutability, 

modularity form the backbone of usability across the physical, electrical and software 

domains. When these factors align, we find that novices can create functioning 

prototypes, and boost their creative confidence along the way.  As we reflect on the two 

12th graders, who launched LEGO blocks into the upper atmosphere, we see a promising 

future ahead, where novice co-creation is ubiquitous. But before we can create complex 

devices, the toolkits of the future must demonstrate that they are usable enough for 

anyone to create simple devices. This dissertation is a step towards Alan Kay’s dream to 

“make simple ideas simple, and complex ideas possible.” 
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9 APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: Smart Shoe Code 
 

 

 
Figure 9.1 A snapshot of the smart shoe prototype code.  
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Appendix B: Paper Robot Parts Lists 
 

Table 3 List of components provided to student teams for the P.bot activity. 

Item Source Price  

Rare Bare-Bones 
Board http://shop.moderndevice.com/products/rbbb-kit $12.50 

FTDI USB-BUB 
Programmer 
with Cord 

http://shop.moderndevice.com/products/usb-bub $16.50 

Bread Board 
(400 tie) 

http://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product_10
001_10001_20601_-1 $5.95 

9V Power 
Adapter http://moderndevice.com/product/9v-power-adapter-300ma/ $3.00 

Battery Holder 
(6V)  

http://shop.moderndevice.com/products/4-aa-battery-holder-
with-switch $4.00 

RJ-11 Terminal 
Block http://www.frys.com/product/1645084 $1.99 

4 Wire 
Crossover Cable  http://www.frys.com/product/2370039 $1.89 

 
Table 4 Suggested items and retailers for extra components for P.bot activity. 

Other Suggested Items Source 

Motors, Gears Jameco Electronics, Parallax, AllElectronics 

LEDs, Misc. Electronics Digi-Key, Seeed Studios 

Sensors, Switches, Arduino, Lilypad, etc. Sparkfun Electronics 

Hardware (screws, nuts, tubing, etc.) McMaster Carr 

Arduino parts and motor shields Adafruit, NKC Electronics, Sparkfun 
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Appendix C: Flow Short Scale Survey 
 

 
Figure 9.2 The flow short scale survey for measuring cognitive flow developed by (Rheinberg et. 

al., 2003) 
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Appendix D: Modularity Study Pre-Survey 
 
This pre-task questionnaire was used in study described in Section 5.5. 

 
1.What is your gender? []Male []Female 

 

2.What is your age?  _____ 

 

3. Which of the following best describes your highest achieved education level?   

[]Some High School 

[]High School Graduate 

[]Some college, no degree 

[]Associates degree 

[]Bachelors degree 

[]Graduate degree(Masters, Doctorate, etc.) 

 

4. How would you describe your experience with electronics? 
 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

           (no experience)     -     (some)    -    (professional experience) 

 
Please explain: _____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
5. How creative are you feeling right now? 
 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

       (not feeling creative)   -   (neutral)   -   (feeling very creative) 
 
 
6. How confident do you feel in your general ability to make something with 
electronics? 
 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

         (cannot make anything)  -  (neutral)  -  (very confident 
    can make anything) 

 
 
7. How confident do you feel in your ability to make an electronic circuit that 
lights up? 
 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

        (cannot do the task)    -   (neutral)   -  (very confident can do task) 
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Appendix E: Modularity Study Post-Survey 
 
This post-task questionnaire was used in study described in Section 5.5. 
 

How creative are you feeling right now? 
 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

       (not feeling creative)   -   (neutral)   -   (feeling very creative) 
 
 
How confident do you feel in your general ability to make something with 
electronics? 
 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

         (cannot make anything)  -  (neutral)  -  (very confident  
    can make anything) 

 
 
How confident do you feel in your ability to make an electronic circuit that 
lights up? 
 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

        (cannot do the task)    -   (neutral)   -  (very confident can do task) 
 
 
How difficult or challenging did you find this task?  

 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

    (easy)       -    (neutral)     -     (difficult) 

 

For you personally, how demanding do you feel the difficulty of this task was 

given your current ability level to make something with electronics? 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

(too low)   -  (just right)  -  (too high) 

 

How do you think this circuit creation experience (that you just did) compares 

to creating with physical electronics? (e.g. making a creature circuit with LED 

lights) 

 

1     2     3     4     5     6     7 

       (simpler than physical)-(same difficulty)-(more difficult than physical) 
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Appendix F: Bloctopus QuickStart Page 
 
Participants doing the tiny device test in Section 7.4, where shown this one page 

reference sheet in the beginning of the task.  
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Appendix G: Household Tiny Device Challenges 
 
Participants doing the tiny device test in Section 7.4 were asked to physically build 8 

household devices. After a prompt,  the test alternates between showing a guided 

example, followed and an unguided challenge. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9.3 Prompt for the first part of the tiny device test. 
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_____________________ 
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_____________________ 
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_____________________ 
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_____________________ 
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Appendix H: Open-ended Design Challenge  
 
Participants were given the following open-ended design challenge in the second part of 

the tiny device test in Section 7.4. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9.4 Prompt for the open-ended design challenge. 

  

Imagine a planet like earth existing somewhere else in 
another universe. The alien creatures in this world look 
much like flamingos and love to stand on one leg. These 
aliens have very large sensitive feet and love to wear 
fashionable sneakers. Because they love electronics they 
are always surrounded by noisy beeping machines, so they 
sometimes have trouble hearing each other. The problem is 
that the aliens are very forgetful and often they start 
standing on one leg and become tired.  The alien doctors 
have advised us to create a training device that gives 
some feedback to change position whenever the flamingos 
begin standing on one leg.

 Your task is to design and build new electronic devices 
that can detect when the alien is standing on one leg and 

then give some noticeable feedback to change position 

First let’s design some ideas on paper that might solve 
the problem. In the time allotted draw as many possible 
creative ways to solve the problem. Try to come up with 
unique ideas that no one else might think of. 

Flamingo Alien Design Challenge

Sketch Time: 8 mins

(The Creatures)
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Appendix I: Sketching Brainstorm Session 
 
Participants were given the following example sketches before being asked to sketch 

device ideas in the second part of the tiny device test in Section 7.4. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.5 Example sketches shown to participants before the sketching brainstorming session. 
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Appendix J: Prototyping Prompt 

 
Participants were asked to create functioning prototypes based on their brainstorm in the 

second part of the tiny device test in Section 7.4. 

 
 

 
Figure 9.6 Example participant solution using a fan to push the flamingo feet towards the floor. 
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Appendix K: Design Ranking Score 
 

Participants were asked to rank order sensors and outputs for a given solution in the exit 

survey of the tiny device test in Section 7.4.4. The design ranking score was calculated by 

summing the weighted scores from Table 5 (scores determined from expert interviews).  

 
Table 5 Weights and scores used on the exit test to calculate the design ranking score. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 9.7 Example of a participant’s response to the design ranking exit survey.  

Sensor Choice Score(S) 

Light Sensor -1 

Force  Sensor 2 

Motion Sensor 1 

Tilt Sensor 1 

Temperature Sensor -1 

Output Choice Score (S) 

Heater 1 

Light 1 

Motor  1 

Sound -2 

Vibration 2 

Rank 
Position 

Weight
(w) 

1 2 

2 1 

3  0 
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Appendix L: Tiny Device Pre-Survey 
 

This pre-task questionnaire was used in study described in Section 7.4. 

 
 
Gender:  [] Male  [] Female 
 
Age: ________  
 
Current Student: Y[] N[]   OR   Occupation: __________________________   
 
Current Educational level  _______________________   ,  year _________ 
                     (e.g. high school, undergrad, etc.)    (e.g. senior) 
 
Degree Major(s): _____________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
1.How would you rate your experience with electronics and circuits? 
 
         (no experience) ----- (some)-----(professional experience) 
 

  1     2     3     4     5     6     7   
 
Please describe:___________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.How would you rate your experience with software programming? 
 
        (no experience) ----- (some)-----(professional experience) 
 
              1     2     3     4     5     6     7   
 
Please describe:___________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
3. How creative are you feeling right now? 
 
   (not feeling creative) ----- (neutral)-----(feeling very creative) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 
 
4. How confident do you feel in your general ability to make something with 
electronics? 
 
      (cannot make anything) -- (neutral)--(very confident can make anything) 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 
 

 
 

(Continued) 
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(Continued) 
 
 
 
5. How confident do you feel in your ability to make an electronic circuit that 
lights up? 
 
       (cannot do the task) --(neutral)--(very confident can do task) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 
 
6. How confident do you feel in your general ability to make something with 
code (software) ? 
 
    (cannot make anything) -- (neutral)--(very confident can make  
            anything) 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 
7. How confident do you feel in your ability to make a program that does 
something (anything) when you click a button with your mouse? 
 
      (cannot do the task) ---(neutral)---(very confident can do task) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
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Appendix M: Tiny Device Post-Survey 
 
This post-task questionnaire was used in study described in Section 7.4. 

 
1. How creative are you feeling right now? 
 
   (not feeling creative) ----- (neutral)-----(feeling very creative) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 
2. How confident do you feel in your general ability to make something with 
electronics? 
 
      (cannot make anything) -- (neutral)--(very confident can make anything) 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 

 
 
3. How confident do you feel in your ability to make an electronic circuit that 
lights up? 
 

 (cannot do the task) -- (neutral)-- (very confident can do the task) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 
4. How confident do you feel in your general ability to make something with 
code (software) ? 
 
     (cannot make anything) -- (neutral)--(very confident can make anything) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 
5. How confident do you feel in your ability to make a program that does 
something (anything) when you click a button with your mouse? 
 
       (cannot do the task) ---(neutral)---(very confident can do the task) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
 

6. How difficult or challenging did you find this task? 
 
             (very easy) ----- (neutral)-----(difficult) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
    What in particular did you find most challenging?: ________________ 
  
 
 
7. How enjoyable or satisfying did you find this task? 
 

  (not enjoyable) ----- (neutral)-----(very enjoyable) 
 

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
    What in particular did you find most enjoyable?: _________________  
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